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Summary
The m obile. communications industry has undergone rapid developments in the last decade. 
Consumers and businesses have become increasingly technology savvy and are likely to expect 
creative wireless access to many services. Consequently, future mobile systems are envisioned to 
support a wide variety of applications.
The support of these diverse services (e.g. data and multimedia) has led to different bandwidth 
requirements, inevitably rendering many of the traditional radio resource management (RRM) 
mechanisms deficient. For one, the present radio resource dimensioning strategy that dimensions 
radio resource based on “busy hour” traffic does not allow operators to efficiently utilised the 
radio resource, which is scarce and limited.
In line with the future demand driven resource allocation, two novel Scalable Resource Allocation 
(ScRA) techniques are proposed in this thesis to optimise the utilisation of radio resources within 
multiple services. The proposed novel ScRA techniques performances are evaluated on a typical 
GSM/GPRS m obile network through our developed dynamic system level simulator. Based on the 
simulation results, significant radio resource utilization gain, higher data throughput, lesser delay 
for data connections can be achieved with the use of our ScRA technique over the conventional 
StRA technique. For example, when the W W W  arrival rate reaches approximate 35 Kbits/sec, 
ScRA technique can attain the throughput difference as high as 27.663%. On the other hand, the 
system throughput gain can yield as high as 27.44% when the Email arrival rate reached 1769 
bits/sec for ScRA technique.
Above all, we have also verified that the ScRA techniques perform  well within the consideration 
of desirable voice QoSs at all times. The better performance of this technique is credited to its 
flexible and adaptive radio channel allocation (or re-allocation) between the multiple services 
during each sampled time.
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Chapter LIntroduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the mobile communication services trend; provides an outline of radio 
resource management (RRM) challenges for the future mobile communication systems; explains 
the rationale why services characteristics can cause the conventional RRM technique to be 
inefficient and details the motivations and/or spectral efficiency challenges.
Additionally, this chapter outlines our research focus and objectives, and ends with an outline of 
the thesis structure and a summary of our significant contributions and novel work.
1.1 Review of Mobile Communication Services
The growing demand for packet-switched services in mobile systems is motivated by three 
factors: tremendous success of cellular technology, proliferation of Internet usage and inter­
working of integrated heterogeneous networks - 4th Generation (4G) vision [FLAM99J, 
[BRIA01], [GAZI02]. Table 1-1 illustrates the evolution of mobile technology, in particular, 
highlighting the trend of multiple services that are expected to be supported by future mobile 
communication systems.
The development of mobile systems has been evolutionary and consequently categorised into 
generations. The 1G introduced in 1980s served only analogue service like circuit-switched basic 
voice communication. It is widely known that 1G mobile had low capacity, limited coverage and 
was limited by transmission bit rates of 8 K  bits-per-second (bps). Examples of the 1G generation 
mobile systems are Nordic M obile Telephone (NMT) system from Scandinavian countries, 
Advanced M obile Phone System (AMPS) from  North America, and Total Access Communication 
System (TACS) from  the United Kingdom [RAPP96].
2G mobile system offers an enhanced capacity achieved through digital modulation and data 
compression, and the addition of service like basic data applications such as Short M essage
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Service (SMS). Examples of 2G system includes GSM, digital cellular system 1800 (DCS 1800), 
digital advanced mobile services (D-AMPS), interim standard-54 (IS-54), cdmaOne, and Personal 
digital cellular system (PDS) [RAPP96].
.1 st Generation <1G): 2nd Generation (2G) ' 3rd Generation ' 4th Generation (4G)
Analog Digital Multimedia
Communication
Ubiquitous Service
• Circuit-Switched 
Voice
Communication
• Low capacity
• Limited Coverage
• Circuit-Switched 
Voice plus Basic Data 
Applications
•  Capacity 
Enhancements from 
Digital Modulation and 
Data Compression
• Digital Packet-and 
Circuit-Switched Data 
and Multimedia 
Applications
• Global Coverage
• Global Roaming
• Heterogeneous 
Services
Frequency Division 
Multiplexing Access 
(FDMA)
Time Division 
Multiplexing Access 
(TDMA), Code Division 
Multiplexing Access 
(CDMA)
CDMA Orthogonal 
Frequency Division 
Multiplexing 
(OFDM)+CDMA(?)
~ 8 Kbps ~ 144Kbps ~2Mbps ~100Mbps/lGbps
Table 1-1: Technology Trend from 1st Generation to 4th Generation
From  2.5 Generation (2.5G) developments and beyond (i.e. GPRS, UMTS etc), it is obvious that 
mobile services would increase drastically as it is no longer just serving the basic voice calls, but 
is also expected to deliver multiple high data rate services that are digitally packet-switched and 
Internet Protocol (IP) based [BETT99],[BRAS97].
The evolution of mobile applications hence triggers mobile operators and researchers alike to re­
think new strategies for RRM  in multiple-service mobile system.
1.2 Radio Resource Management (RRM) Challenges
The multiple-service mobile systems RRM problems can be categorised into four aspects. First, 
the fluctuations of resources requirement at a wireless network access point. Second, the various 
Quality o f Service (QoS) required by each of the services in the system. Third, heterogeneous 
services dynamic characteristics in the service area, and lastly, the physical movement of diverse 
mobile users between cell areas.
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The network traffic pattern dynamism is a major issue in RRM, in particular for the CAC process 
[GIBB99]. Efficient CAC for the mobiles has to be provided for initial entrance into the system. 
CAC mechanism is a process that continuously monitors and controls the flow of services into the 
system [PERR96], [RAPP97]. It is an extremely important mechanism especially in the multiple- 
service mobile system because the operators would not compromise the existing voice service 
QoS as a consequence of introducing a new service into the system, and neither would they reject 
any service if there is radio resource unused or available in the system. However, implementing 
an efficient CAC scheme, appropriate bandwidth partitioning and suitable resource reservation 
mechanisms in the multiple services mobile systems is not a trivial task [PERR96], [SAND98], 
[FANG02], [LI04].
In this thesis, the issue of diverse services behaviour characteristics is particularly addressed. And 
our proposed RRM  techniques performances are evaluated on a typical GSM/GPRS mobile 
network.
1.3 Service Behaviour Pattern
The individual customer service usage pattern (e.g. making phone calls) is different. As such, the 
aggregate of the customers’ calls would follow a varying pattern throughout the day. From  the 
example in Figure 1-1 depicting a typical telephone exchange serving the whole town, there are 
very few calls during the night. The num ber o f calls rises as the day begins when people go to 
work and reaches a peak by mid-morning. It drops in mid-day as people break for lunch but rises 
again in the afternoon. It drops as people return home from  work but peaks upwards in the 
evening as people make social calls. For an exchange serving the city centre where there are few 
residences, the evening peak may be entirely absent. On the other hand, an exchange serving a 
suburban residential area would see the evening reaching its peak. In addition to call traffic 
variation within a day, the number of calls earned may vary over the week in which case a city 
centre exchange may see very few calls in the weekend. The num ber of calls may also vary 
between different seasons of the year in which case an exchange in a holiday attraction would be 
very busy in the summer.
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Figure 1-1: TraffieW ariation D uring the Day
As in any w ireless m obile netw ork to be designed, in order to obtain the desired throughput for its 
supported type o f  service, an initial planning m ust be studied in relation to its radio resource 
allocated. In order to  determ ine the appropriate num ber o f service session adm issions into the 
network, the num ber o f channels/radio resources should be estim ated or established first at any 
period o f time, otherw ise the dynam ic traffic w ithin the netw ork w ould be overloaded 
unexpectedly and netw ork congestion could be out o f control.
The num ber o f  radio resources allocated to the voice calls is obviously dependent on the traffic 
intensity in the cellu lar netw ork. F or the purpose o f designing the netw ork partition, a period of 
one hour corresponding to the peak traffic load was defined in the past and this is called the “busy 
hour” (as seen in F igure  1-1).
Traditionally, the radio resource assigned to a particular service area is based on the “busy hour” 
traffic intensity because num ber o f  radio resource allocated to the netw ork m ust be sufficient to 
support the peak  traffic load. H ow ever, the shortcom ing o f this conventional StRA technique is 
that, m uch o f the radio  resource could be left idling throughout the rest o f the day [LINOO], 
[KELL01].
It is fo r this reason that telecom m unication operators offer their custom ers cheaper call rates at 
off-peak time, since it w ould cost them  nothing m ore to carry such calls as the radio resources 
w ere already catered for. Besides, this could be a call staggering strategy em ployed by operators 
to encourage users to m ake off-peak calls in lieu o f calls in the “busy hour” .
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However, in the dynamic, multiple, diverse, heterogeneous services scenario, this traditional 
bandwidth partition and resource reservation based on a single service “busy hour” traffic 
intensity would become deficient [LINOO], [KELL01], [LEAV04b].
Figure 1-2 illustrates the temporal multiple-service scenarios in the present and near future mobile 
networks. Following the earlier reasoning that all services are temporal and spatial variant, we 
would then expect different services to attract different traffic patterns because each mobile user’s 
behaviour is dynamic. Therefore, the multiple-service mobile network would expect to see 
multiple, dynamic traffic traces for any given day as shown in Figure 1-2. Each service would 
have its own “busy horn” where demand for its service is at its peak. During the other times, the 
demand would drop.
This provides the impetus for an even more efficient CAC, bandwidth partitioning and resource 
reservation procedures in the future mobile communications system.
Voice service 
Email service
Video service, etc... 
Figure 1-2: Dynamic Multiple-Service Traces in the Mobile Network
1.4 Motivations and Spectral Efficiency Challenges
The GPRS services share a common spectrum together with the GSM service. In each 
GSM/GPRS cell, a pool of common channels is assigned to support both the voice and data 
services. The traditional GSM/GPRS system RRM technique namely Static Resource Allocation 
(StRA) works by allocating the voice channels to the GSM network based on the “busy hour” 
traffic intensity, leaving the balance o f channels allocated permanently to the GPRS network 
[TANG03a]. Such approach is independent of the system load and the number of voice and data 
channel is fixed and predetermined.
As past mobile network supports mainly voice calls and operators do not emphasize much on the 
data service QoS requirement, the radio resource that is permanently assigned to the voice calls
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(i.e. StRA technique) works well because it is simple and easy to implement. However, its 
drawback is that this radio resource allocation scheme does not adapt to the time-variant voice 
service characteristics [TANG03a], [TANG03b], [TANG04a], [TANG04b]. It is because the time 
dependent variation of traffic would create an imbalance in the load at different times of the day 
and this time dependent load in the GSM network would only utilise the radio resource fullest at 
“busy hour” (Figure 1-3).
N o m in al ca p ac ity  w h ich  m u st be g u a ra n te ed
sy hour;
R ad io  re so u rc e  is a llo c a te d  to G SM  n e tw o rk  
based  on ly  on  busy  h o u r  c irc u it  sw itch ed  
v o ice  se rv ic eE x tra  c a p t io n
can  be g iv en
S carce  rad io  re so u rc e s  are a lw ay s not e ff ic ie n tly  used  
ho u rs
Figure 1-3: Problem Scenario
The radio resource utilisation efficiency becomes a critical issue when packet-switched services 
are increasing and becomes imperative in the GPRS system. The future mobile system need to 
support multiple services with multiple “busy hour” load intensity since it is unlikely that all the 
services have the same usage pattern. But this conventional bandwidth partitioning approach is 
not efficient for the future mobile system and will hinder the introduction of packet-switched 
services due to the following two reasons. W ithout controlling the radio resource efficiently, the 
network operators would not have control and knowledge of the maximum allowable services 
sessions that can be admitted into the mobile system at any other time of the day. Resulted to this, 
the present StRA technique would lead to the scarce resources being under utilised in GSM and 
unnecessary high data session rejection rates in GPRS. Additionally, business model/plans are 
hard to formalise and threats like additional new services added into the system may even 
compromise the QoS provision to existing subscribers.
In summary, with the expected multiple packet-switched services exhibiting high temporal 
variability in the future mobile system, inefficient usage of radio resource and the unnecessary 
high data session rejection rates that can be caused by the conventional bandwidth partitioning 
based on “busy hour” and the requirement for larger channel bandwidths for broadband 
transmission impose a desperate requirement for a more efficient RRM mechanism in the future 
mobile system [WILL97], [PAXS95], [LINOO], [KELL01], [LEAV04b].
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The radio resource efficiency problem must be solved sooner, otherwise the CAC, bandwidth 
partitioning, resource reservation issues would become more intricate.
So how do we partition the bandwidth and reserve radio resource to cope with the multiple- 
service dynamism characteristics as seen in 'fu ture  mobile networks whilst still m aintaining'a' 
constant desirable QoS? W hat is the amount of services to be admitted at different time of the 
day? These are the two key questions to be addressed in this thesis.
1.5 Research Focus and Objectives
This study aims to develop a dynamic RRM  technique that dimensions the radio resource more
systematically, adaptively and predictably with the aim  to support more diverse services QoS at
all times of the day. The four main objectives of this proposed dynamic radio resource technique 
is described as below.
1. Develop a dynamic RRM  technique that dimensions radio resource more systematically, 
adaptively and predictably.
2. Aim to support more diverse services QoS at all times of the day.
3. Criteria for this dynamic RRM  technique must:
a. Utilise radio resource efficiently,
b. Ensure that radio resource is made available for new technologies and services 
hence provides flexibility to adapt to new market needs,
c. Develop an adaptive resource allocation process based on actual traffic demand.
4. Investigate spectral efficiency, QoS performances and capacity enhancement between our 
proposed technique and the conventional RRM  technique.
Figure 1-4 shows our research focus and this study would be performed on an example 
GSM/GPRS M edium Access Control (MAC) layer.
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Dynamic Radio Resource 
Management
Multiple-Service Packet-Switched Mobile Network
Goal: To serve as many subscribers as possible 
within minimum investment without violating the 
existing service QoSs
Figure 1-4: Research Focus
1.6 Thesis Structure
This thesis is written in a way to follow the course of our research programme: from its creation 
to implementation and maturity. It is organized in eight chapters.
contents. It starts by discussing the evolution of mobile communications system from supporting 
a single service to a multiple-service system. Followed by the services dynamic characteristics 
that can pose great challenges towards RRM  in the future mobile communications system is 
explained. In addition, the challenges of employing the conventional StRA technique in the future 
m obile system  are elaborated. Having understood the challenges ahead, our research focus and 
objectives are then clearly defined. Next, structure of the thesis is discussed; and Chapter 1 
eventually ends with a description of our novel work and significant contributions from this 
research.
Chapter 2 focuses on the literature review. The literature review is divided into three broad areas 
namely, dynamic channel allocation schemes (DCASs) between different cells, dynamic 
spectrum  allocation schemes (DSASs) between different RANs and past work done on RRM for 
GSM /GPRS.
These three areas were chosen on the basis, that this literature review would help us to further 
define our specific thesis challenges and research question. The review proceeded by looking at 
its rationale, methodology and quantitative issues (e.g. on the effectiveness of a new procedure). 
Publications that were used for the review comprise mainly journals, conferences papers and 
books. The discipline that this review had focussed on was the RRM issues. After analysing the
Chapter 1 explains the research topics in general terms that would guide the reader to the thesis
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literature and by following an initial set of distinct concepts and questions, our research 
objectives and questions are more defined.
Chapter 3 forms the core of this thesis. It describes our proposed Scalable Resource Allocation 
(ScRA) techniques in detaikrff the radio resource is carefully distributed among the services at 
different time of the day, the system may be able to meet the diverse QoS requirements in the 
future mobile communication systems without additional bandwidth. W ith the research focus, 
challenges identified and research question defined: two novel variations of ScRA techniques 
were proposed, developed, discussed and evaluated in this thesis. These two variations of ScRA 
techniques can be categorized as scheduledjjnd predictive ScRA techniques. It is assumed that the 
variations of traffic distribution, such as peaks in time and space, are estimated for scheduled 
ScRA technique operation. For example the past load history is an accurate estimate of the present 
load intensity in the service area. Then, the channel assignment between services is based on the 
load history. Change in the channel assignment between services is made at each sampled time. 
On the other hand, for the predictive ScRA technique, the number of channels required in a 
service is determined in correspondence to the increase or decrease in real-time traffic intensity 
and also the load history database. Based on the continuous measurement of real-time traffic 
intensity and the recorded load history database, the traffic intensity at the next sampled time can 
be forecasted by the regression prediction scheme. As such, the predicted channels for the next 
sampled time would be assigned to the service periodically.
C h ap te r 4 presents an overview of the GPRS system. It describes the functionality differences 
between GSM  and GPRS, GPRS system architecture, GPRS protocol stack, and the GPRS data 
formats. Five traffic models are employed in this simulator are explained and a summary our 
studied mixed traffic scenarios were elaborated. This chapter ends with an illustration and 
explanation of the simulator so that the reader can acquire a better understanding of the simulation 
results in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
Chapter 5 presents the first part of our research findings. First part of this research comprises 
three aspects o f investigations: (a) impact of transmission techniques; (b).effect of scheduling 
techniques and; (c) impact of blocked-call strategies in the system performance. In total, four 
ScRA techniques -  single-slot FIFO ScRA, multiple-slot FIFO ScRA with two and three channels 
transmission capability and single-slot RR ScRA performances were explored
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Chapter 6 investigates the sudden surge and dip of traffic condition in the service area. In order 
to cope with the real-time changing traffic condition, our study proceeded to incorporate 
regression prediction schemes into the ScRA techniques with/without multiple-slot transmission 
operation. For comparison purposes, three prediction schemes were identified: (a) current 
regression prediction scheme; (b) exponential regression prediction scheme; and (c) linear 
regression prediction scheme.
Chapter 7, in contrast to the study conducted in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, three additional 
services were incorporated in the simulator for further investigation. Chapter 7 is designed to 
discuss this investigation in three aspects. First, performance of single-slot ScRA and StRA 
techniques were compared in the three and then five services mobile environment. Second, single­
slot ScRA technique’ performances were evaluated in multiple-and single-carrier scenarios in a 
three-service mobile communications system. Third, magnitude of traffic gain would be 
demonstrated with m ultiple-carrier instead of single-carrier. In this study, two carriers were used 
to depict as a multiple-carrier scenario.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarising our study findings. Implications of the 
findings are also discussed. A t the end further research direction and topics are proposed.
1.7 Novel Work and Significant Contributions
The novel work and significant contributions are summarised as follows:
•  Proposed two novel dynamic RRM  techniques for radio resource optimisation in the 
future m obile communication systems.
o Scheduled ScRA technique is based solely on various load history databases.
§ Up to five variations of scheduled ScRA techniques were proposed; (a)
single-slot First-In-First-Out (FIFO) Blocked-Calls Cleared (BCC) 
ScRA; (b) multiple-slot FIFO BCC ScRA (with two multiple-slot 
transmission control operations); (c) multiple-slot FIFO BCC ScRA (with 
three multiple-slot transmission control operations); (d) single-slot 
Round-Robin (RR) BCC ScRA; (e) single-slot FIFO Blocked-Calls 
Delayed ScRA.
o Predictive ScRA technique is based on real-time traffic intensity and load 
history databases.
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§ Up to nine variations of predictive ScRA technique were proposed: (a) 
single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA incorporated with exponential predictive 
scheme; (b) single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA incorporated with linear 
predictive scheme; (c) single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA incorporated with 
current predictive scheme; (d) multiple-slot (with two time-slots) FIFO 
BCC ScRA incorporated with exponential predictive scheme; (e) 
multiple-slot (with two time-slots) FIFO BCC ScRA incorporated with 
linear predictive scheme; (f) multiple-slot (with two time-slots) FIFO 
BCC ScRA incorporated with current predictive scheme; (g) multiple- 
slot (with three time-slots) FIFO BCC ScRA incorporated with 
exponential predictive scheme; (h) multiple-slot (with three time-slots) 
FIFO BCC ScRA incorporated with linear predictive scheme; (i) 
multiple-slot (with three time-slots) FIFO BCC ScRA incorporated with 
current predictive scheme
•  Developed a system level simulator for the two novel dynamic Radio Resource 
Management (RRM) techniques as mentioned above.
•  Evaluated two novel dynamic RRM  techniques in above system  simulator for up to five 
multiple-service mobile communication systems.
•  Proposed an algorithm to derive the packet-switched session for different sets of assumed 
QoS requirements. This algorithm  aims to balance traffic between GPRS, GSM and find 
the optimum services thresholds for the mobile operators.
•  Derived a set of data session for different sets of assumed QoS requirements. This can be 
used to improve the call admission procedures for future m obile communication systems
• Provided an insight into the adaptive and optimal usage of shared bandwidth according to 
the actual load and application requirements.
•  Provided an insight into the radio networking dimensioning rules for GSM/GPRS system.
In the course of this research, several results were generated and have contributed to the mobile 
communication community. A  list of these publications is as follows:
• Tang S., Thilakawardana S., Tafazolli R., “Dynamic Radio Resource Management in 
GSM/GPRS using Scalable Resource Allocation Technique,” IEEE International 
Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications, Barcelona, Spain, 
September 2004 (published).
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• Tang S., Tafazolli R., “Performance Analysis of Scalable Resource Allocation with 
M ultiple-Slot and Single-Slot Transmission Control Operations in a GSM/GPRS Network 
for Dynamic and Heterogeneous Services,” 1EE International Symposium on Services and 
Local Access, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, M arch 2004 (published).
•  Tang S., Tafazolli R., “Performance of Scalable Resource Allocation using Load 
Prediction Schemes for D ifferent Traffic Scenarios,” IEE International Conference on 3G 
Mobile Communication Technologies, London, United Kingdom, May 2003 (published).
•  Tang S., Tafazolli R., “Scalable Resource Allocation Algorithm for GPRS,” IEEE 
Vehicular Technology Conference, Jeju, South Korea, February 2003, pp. 165 - 170 
(published).
•  Tang S., Thilakawardana S., Tafazolli R., “Performance Analysis o f Scalable Resource 
Allocation for Future M obile Communication System,” IEEE International Conference 
on Communications, Seoul, South Korea, M ay 2005 (submitted).
•  Tang S., Thilakawardana S., Tafazolli R-, “Management of M ultiple-Service M obile 
Communication Network by Scalable Resource Allocation Technique,” IEEE Vehicular 
Technology Conference, Stockholm, Sweden, June 2005 (submitted).
•  Tang S., Thilakawardana S., Tafazolli R., “Optimisation of Future M obile 
Communication Systems Using Scalable Resource Allocation Technique,” The 3rd 
International Symposium on Modelling and Optimization in Mobile, Adhoc, and Wireless 
Networks, Trento, Italy, April 2005 (submitted).
•  Tang S., Thilakawardana S., Tafazolli R., “PacketVoice Performance Evaluation Using 
Scalable Resource Allocation Technique,” IEEE Transactions on Wireless 
Communications (submitted).
•  Tang S., Thilakawardana S., Tafazolli R., “Performance of M ultiple-Slot Scalable 
Resource Allocation Schemes Incorporated with Prediction Regression Schemes in 
Various Traffic Changing Conditions,” IEEE Communications Letters (submitted).
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Chapter 2
2 Literature Review
Dynamic RRM  scheme has been researched extensively to improve the spectral efficiency by 
assigning the radio resource proportionally to traffic levels [R 0M 097], [BERG98], [CHEN95], 
[BEJA03]. ^
A variety of dynamic radio resource management (RRM) schemes have been suggested in the 
past. However, due to its relevancy and usefulness to our research focus, only three broad areas of 
dynamic RRM  schemes are reviewed: (a) dynamic channel allocation schemes (DCASs) between 
different cells; (b) dynamic spectrum  allocation schemes (DSASs) between different RANs and;
(c) RRM techniques in GSM/GPRS systems.
In conducting the literature review, we aim to understand what knowledge and ideas have been 
established on a topic and what their strengths and weaknesses are. Eventually, we can formulate 
a more concrete concept and understanding of the research objective and issues. Based on these 
stated objectives, this chapter are written in the following structure. First, the advantages and 
functionalities of DCASs were studied and five main differences between the studied DCASs and 
our research were discussed. Second, DSASs were' examined in details an’d^M mlarities and 
differences between DSASs and our proposed ScRA techniques are explained. Eventually, 
variations of RRM  schemes between GSM/GPRS services in the past are understood and five 
differences between these numerous papers against our research are summarised.
2.1 Dynamic Channel Allocation Schemes (DCAS)
It has been known that mobile and wireless communications innovations and refinements^were 
developed on one theme, which is to share scarce and expensive resources as efficiently as 
possible while maintaining a satisfactory level of service to subscribers [HAMM95], [RAPP96], 
[GUER99], [KAZMOO], [W UNC03]. Without a doubt, the establishment of spectral efficiency 
would encourage innovations in mobile and wireless technology (like services, devices and. 
infrastructure) and lower operating cost for wireless operators.
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In order to use the radio resource in the most efficient way whilst coping with the “varying” 
traffic distribution characteristics in the service area, several variations of CASs were proposed. 
CAS is the technique used to make the most efficient use of available radio spectrum to support 
the multitude of users in a wireless network. As channel allocation has always been an important 
strategy that would influence a network capacity, through the years, ..many schemes had been 
studied and researched. These past studied CASs can be classified into fixed, hybrid and dynamic 
schemes. Basically, the schemes worked on the basis o f allocating the channels within a service 
area of a mobile network. Amongst them, the DCAS coped best with the unevenness of traffic 
distribution in a service area. Since my research focuses on the dynamic RRM  technique, only 
the DCAS were reviewed in detail in this thesis. For more information and understanding of these 
schemes such as fixed channel allocation (FCA), hybrid channel allocation (HCA), the reader can 
refer to the list of references shown in [KATZ96], [KAHW78], [CHOU82], [AGHA99],
This review began with the understanding of the advantages and functionalities of DCAS. In 
DCAS, cells have no fixed amount o f channels and the channels are not assigned specifically to a 
certain cell. The main advantage of DCA over FCA is that DCA strategies have been able to 
utlize the channel resource more efficiently by dynamically assigning channels to cells on a 
demand basis, whereas FCA strategy permanently assigns specific channels to specific cells, 
without considering non-uniformity in traffic distribution within a cluster. Due to the fact that 
traffic in different cells within a cluster can be non-uniform with spatial fluctuations, a simple 
FCA scheme is unable to attain high channel efficiency [M CD 079], [SIVA90], [ERIKS 8], 
[PANGOO]. To achieve greater channel efficiency in a non-uniform spatial traffic distribution 
cluster or/and service area, DCAS were studied for the past 20 years [KATZ96J. The basic 
concept of DCAS [COX73], [GOOD91], [TAJI88] is that the number of nominal channels 
allocated to each cell depends on the expected traffic profile in that cell. Heavily loaded cells 
would be assigned more channels than the less loaded ones. Simulation results [OKAD91], 
[PANGOO], [JABB91] indeed showed that lower blocking probability is obtainable in non- 
uniform traffic distributions. DCAS enables all channels to be available for selection at the BS 
and this has the added advantage in that such systems are able to cope much better with spatially 
fluctuating traffic demands.
W ithin the range of DCAS, a scheme named Flexible Channel Allocation (FLCA) has a set of 
fixed and flexible sets of channels [KATZ96], [TAJI88]. This FLCA concept is quite similar to 
our proposed ScRA technique. The FLCA scheme works with each cell assigned with a set of 
fixed channels that would typically suffice under a light traffic load. The flexible channels are
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assigned to those cells whose channels have become inadequate under increasing traffic loads. 
The assignment of these emergency channels among the cells is done in either a scheduled or 
predictive manner [TAJI88]. Additionally, the proposed FLCA technique differs according to the 
time at which the additional channels are assigned. There are two main categories of channel 
assignment, namely the scheduled and predictive channel assignment FLCA schemes.
If  the flexible channels are assigned on a scheduled basis, it is assumed that the variation of traffic 
in space is estimated in advance. The change in assignment of flexible channels can thus be made 
at a predetermined time. On the other hand, when flexible channels are assigned by predictive 
strategy, the traffic intensity or the blocking probability is constantly measured at every cell site 
so that the reallocation of the channels can be carried out at each sampled time. Fixed and flexible 
channels are determined and assigned to each cell (or vice versa) according to the change in 
traffic intensity or blocking probability measured in each cell. The number of dynamic channels 
required in the cell is determined according to the increase or decrease in measured traffic 
intensity. The acquired flexible channels can be used in a manner identical to the fixed channels 
as long as the ceil possesses the channels. As long as a cell has several free fixed channels, no 
flexible channels are assigned to it if  the traffic intensity is below a certain threshold [TAJI88]. 
The proposed flexible assignment strategies utilise a central controller to have up-to-date 
information about traffic pattern in its area in order to manage the assignment of the flexible 
channels [TAJI88]. The main difference between scheduled and predictive FLCA schemes is that 
the scheduled flexible assignment is not adaptive to unexpected changes in traffic.
Through the literature review, it was found that there are five main differences between the 
reviewed DCAS and our proposed ScRA techniques. Firstly, the various DCAS studied were set 
in a single-service (i.e. voice) mobile environment scenario, as opposed to the multiple-service 
environment considered in this thesis. Secondly, these CASs aim  to improve the channel 
utilisation in the spatially uneven traffic distribution of the service area whilst this research aims 
to improve channel utilisation in the temporal changing service area. Thirdly, DCAS concept 
works on the assignment of channels within different cells in a cluster whereas the ScRA 
technique assigns channels amongst multiple services within a cell. Additionally, DCAS in the 
past generally considered global and maximum blocking probability (for voice service) as a figure 
of merits whereas my research investigations would consider each type of service QoS, for 
example delay, throughput, and blocking probability. Eventually, past DCAS were developed for 
admission control and little was done for multiple QoS provisioning. Despite the above
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differences, we could still relate DCAS closely to the concept of ScRA technique especially with 
the FLCA scheme.
2.2 Dynamic Spectrum Allocation Strategies (DSAS)
In addition to the DCAS* DSAS were-also reviewed in details. DSAS attempts to address the 
radio spectrum efficiency issue, and this resource management aims to combat with the time- 
dependent (temporal) traffic distribution problem  as opposed to the DCAS combating the 
location-dependent (spatial) traffic distribution in the service area. The DSAS hypothesis is that 
the efficiency o f spectrum usage can be improved through exploitation of the variations in the 
demands of the radio system.
The most notable research done in Dynamic Spectrum Allocation (DSA) has been those 
supported by European Union (EU) programmes, specifically two EU  projects: Dynamic Radio 
for IP-Services in Vehicular Environments (DRiVE) and Spectrum Efficient Uni- and M ulti-cast 
Services over Dynamic M ulti-Radio Networks in Vehicular Environments (OverDRiVE). Both 
programmes looked at the inter-working and spectrum  sharing between services based on the 
UMTS and on the D igital Video Broadcast-Terrestrial (DVB-T) [LEAVOlb], [LEAV02c], 
[LEAV03b], [LEAV04b], [LEAV04a], [KELL01], [LINOO].
Presently, sections of the Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum are assigned by international treaty to 
different wireless services and these are subdivided into frequency bands for operators or systems. 
The currently deployed spectrum  allocation method in which spectmm is simply partitioned into 
blocks, and each block is assigned to a standard, e.g. GSM 900 MHz/1800 MHz, UMTS 2 GHz. 
And each system has a fixed and exclusive spectrum separated by a guard band.
This fixed spectrum allocation scheme, however is not able to use the spectm m  efficiently. It does 
not allow operators to adjust their bandwidth and timing to meet the actual and real-time 
communication needs. Thus, the radio spectrum allocated to a particular access system might not 
be utilised fully at all times or/and region. Hence, to optimally support the future integrated 
heterogeneous and multi radio network coordinated by multi-operators, regulators and researchers 
are re-thinking about the spectrum management technique. Specifically, the spectmm efficiency 
can be increased by dynamically assigning the spectrum to the different RANs based on actual 
load requirements as opposed to the present regulation where fixed blocks of spectmm are 
assigned to the respective radio services.
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Indeed, results reported by DRiVE and overDRiVE researchers were very encouraging as it 
showed that significant gains in spectrum efficiency is possible via the DSA. DSA technique 
works on the concept of dimensioning the radio resource periodically instead of allocating the 
spectrum to the access network based on “busy hour” network load [LEAV04a], [LEAV04b], 
[LEAV04c], [LEAV03a], LEAV03b], [LEAV03c], [LEAV02a], [LEAV02a], [LEAV02c], 
[LEA V 02df [EEAVOla], [LEAVOlb]. The reader can understand the DSA algorithm and 
concept in details from  [LEAVOlb], [LEAV04a],
The similarity is that DSA algorithms aim  to improve the radio resource efficiency by addressing 
the temporally unevenness in traffic distribution problem in the network. The main difference 
between DSAS and ScRA technique is that DSAS aims to increase spectrum efficiency amongst 
the integrated heterogeneous radio networks while ScRA technique aims to improve spectral 
efficiency in a homogeneous network.
2.3 Radio Resource Management (RRM) for GSM/GPRS System
GPRS is designed for transmitting packet data and is supposed to take its radio resource from the 
pool of channels unused by GSM  system [AUGU03], [TURI95]. Various methods have been 
proposed in the past to allocate a certain number of channels to the GPRS system. The number of 
channels allocated to GPRS is directly dependent on the voice calls [NI99], [BIAN95], [TURI96], 
[CAI97], [BRAS97], [MOUL92], [ETSI00], [AUGU03]. These various channel sharing schemes 
between GSM and GPRS can be classified as fixed channel sharing scheme (FCSS) and dynamic 
channel sharing scheme (DCSS).
In the FCSS, each traffic type has a fixed number of physical channels allocated to it and there is 
no sharing of channels between the services (i.e. StRA technique as cited in this thesis). However, 
this technique would not be efficient in future mobile networks for two main reasons: One, 
services generally have location and time varying characteristics within the service area. 
Secondly, multiple-service network would dominate the mobile environment in the near future 
and very likely, the resource would not be efficiently used if there is no sharing of physical 
channels between the services. Consequently, what we would encounter is one service wasting its 
allocated resources while the other service suffering from congestion.
Variations of RRM schemes between services in GSM and GPRS system had been reviewed. In 
the past, the voice channels were dimensioned by the “busy hour” voice service and when these
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channels are not used by the voice service at times, the standby GPRS data services in the queue 
would be served by these temporary idle channels. At any instant when there is any incoming 
voice service, this voice channel would be released to the GSM service [BIAN95], [PRIS97], 
[ALTH98], [NI99], [STUCOOb], [LIN01]. These DCSS come in different variations, for example, 
the immediate release and delayed release schemes [NI99]. For the immediate release scheme, the 
GPRS user is forced to stop its transmission until resource is available for GPRS again and the 
channel is immediately released for voice service. For the delayed release scheme, the GPRS user 
can continue its transmission up to some frames or until the ending of packet transmission [Ni 
99], before the channel is released to the voice service. With the purpose of increasing the 
capacity of GPRS services, there are numerous papers in literature focusing on the packet- 
switched transmission assignment to GPRS mobile station [TURI96], [TODIOl], [STUCOla], 
[STUCOOa], [STUCOOb],[STUCOlb], [LIND01], [H 099], [AJIBOOa], [AJIBOOb], [BADA02].
However, these past papers were different from  this research for the five following reasons. First, 
the reviewed papers did not consider multiple-service evaluation. Second, the radio resource 
sharing between GSM/GPRS networks for circuit-switched and packet-switched services is only 
evaluated at the “busy hour” of the voice service. This is inadequate because with the expected 
multiple peaks for multiple-service m obile environment, the radio resource needed for a given 
traffic and for a given QoS requirem ent needs to be estimated at all time of the day as the “busy 
hour” for each service could be different. It is believed that this issue is critical but remains 
unsolved to date since not a single paper in literature had addressed this question. Thirdly, much 
of the analysis so far were focused on the capacity enhancement but had not investigated into the 
spectral efficiency. Moreover, despite the wide research on resource management between 
GSM/GPRS system, there had been no specific methodology for designing such an integrated 
network serving the dynamic and multiple traffic. The work presented here is different from the 
past research on the DCSS employed in the GSM/GPRS networks. Specifically, in contrast to the 
previous research, this thesis investigates the temporal variation in the resource usage with the 
aim  of addressing the important issues like: •
•  dynamically dimension the common resource based on traffic demand,
• provisioning of continuous QoS,
•  maximizing the capacity,
•  utilising the shared resource optimally for multiple-service.
2.4 Summary
Dynamic RRM offers significant benefits in the future mobile network in the form of higher 
spectral efficiency and increasing network capacity, and providing support for more subscribers 
and greater traffic volume without additional radio spectrum requirements.
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Chapter 3
3 Proposed Dynamic Radio Resource 
Management (RRM) Techniques
This chapter is the core for this thesis. It explains the benefits of our two proposed novel dynamic 
RRM  techniques: (a) scheduled ScRA technique; and (b) predictive ScRA technique against the 
conventional StRA technique. In addition concept, structure and schematics of these two ScRA 
techniques are also elaborated in great details.
3.1 Introduction
Our proposed ScRA technique presents numerous advantages over the conventional StRA 
technique. Firstly, the superior performance is due to the flexible and adaptive channel allocation 
(or re-allocation) between services at each predetermined sampling time. This would lead to 
greater RRM  flexibility, one factor that is particularly important for dynamic multiple services 
RRM. Secondly, as it stands currently, the traditional network dimensioning based on the “busy 
hour” traffic intensity is not efficient in the multiple services environment (more details can be 
found in section 1.4). Thirdly, by maintaining the number of voice channels allocated at a 
minimum without compromising its .voice service QoS, the network resource can be managed in a 
more structured and controllable manner, hence the network capacity can be further enhanced. 
Indeed, simulated results showed that the ScRA technique could achieve a significant radio 
resource utilisation gain over StRA technique [TANG03a], [TANG03b], [TANG04a], 
[TANG04b]. In addition, the ScRA technique is also able to provide a desirable level of QoS to 
both GSM and GPRS traffic whilst achieving higher radio resource utilisation.
There are two stages for ScRA technique development. In the first stage of this research, ScRA 
technique RRM  operation is solely based on the load history database in the service area. The 
second phase of ScRA technique channel allocation is a more proactive approach; it works by 
employing the regression prediction scheme that uses real-time traffic and load history databases 
to forecast the next traffic intensity in the service area before allocating the radio resource to the
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load at the next sample time. The incorporation o f regression prediction scheme into the ScRA 
techniques is particularly useful and practical especially in coping with real-time traffic changes 
(i.e. when real-time traffic does not follow the load history database information).
3.2 Concept of ScRA Technique
Figure 3-1 shows the inter-relationship between four processors in the proposed ScRA technique. 
The four processors are: (a) traffic measurements; (b) traffic analysis and evaluation; (c) 
resource management operation, and (d) report generator. The traffic measurements processor 
has two basic elements, namely sampling time interval module and traffic load history database. 
The sampling time interval module represents the time interval to read the traffic intensity of the 
traffic pattern. It was assumed that the sampling time interval is pre-determined by the network 
planner/operator. The sampling time interval should not be too short as this would lead to an 
excessive operations signalling for the four processors. On the other hand, if the sampling time 
interval is too distant apart from one another, the pattern of traffic intensity variations would not 
be correctly monitored.
Traffic load history database 
© 1
© Determine sampling interval
Traffic measurements
Performance reports 
generated
©
Resource
management
operation
©
Channels allocation between 
services at each sampled time
© ©
Database for 
processing
QoS
requirements
Traffic segmentation, 
prioritization 
o f services (scheduling 
schemes)
©
Traffic analysis 
& evaluation
Figure 3-1: Inter-Relationship Between Four Processors in ScRA Technique
Leading to this inappropriate sampling interval would result in inefficiency and poor service 
quality to the subscriber. Therefore, in the ideal case, the sampling time interval should be
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determined based on variations of load history patterns (see Figure 3-2). For example, traffic 
measurements are read less frequently in times o f low traffic variations.
Serv ice pattern in load history database for voice calls
Figure 3-2: Irregular Sampling Interval
For a start, the ScRA technique performance is evaluated by fixing the sampling time interval 
regardless o f the load history pattern variation. In this study, an one-hour sampling time interval is 
assumed (see Figure 3-3).
Figure 3-3: Fixed Sampling Interval
The second module in the traffic measurement processor is the traffic load history database. The 
traffic load history is a database of traffic offered in the service area. Basically, the traffic load 
history database consists of temporal offered services load pattern in the service area. These 
traffic intensity parameters subsequently serve as the basis for the ScRA technique. For a start, it 
is assumed that the traffic database is recorded, stored and available to the network designer and 
there is no sudden surge of traffic conditions in the service area. That means, each day of the 
traffic follows a certain subscriber’s usage pattern and this pattern remains the same for the same 
day in the following week (i.e. traffic pattern on this Monday is identical to that of next Monday). 
Therefore, in order for the ScRA technique to function efficiently and effectively, the load history
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database must be credible and it must reflect an accurate estimate of the present state of traffic 
intensity in the service area (for the first stage of ScRA technique).
A fter the traffic intensity is measured, these statistics were stored and forwarded for traffic 
analysis and evaluation processing. Traffic analysis and evaluation processor is an important 
component of the ScRA technique. A t each sample time, the traffic measurement processor 
supports the storage, processes the traffic databases and evaluates the traffic collected from  the 
load history database. Additionally, it facilitates the inter-working dynamics between traffic 
measurements and radio resource operation processes.
As illustrated in Figure 3-1, traffic analysis and evaluation processor has three modules, namely 
load supervision module, which provide databases for processing, QoS requirements module and 
traffic segmentation module. The traffic statistics collected, recorded and read from the traffic 
measurement processor at every sample tim e were split into three categories. First, the load 
supervision block stored the intensity of the traffic statistics at the point when the traffic database 
was sampled or read. For example, how much Erlang was initiated for voice service? Number of 
Email sessions initiated? It must be mentioned that the traffic database stored in the load 
supervision module is temporary as it would be erased from the load supervision module by the 
next sample time. In summary, the load supervision module stores temporary information about 
the load intensity in the service area and it is important because, at each sample time, the traffic 
analysis and evaluation processor m ust know each service intensity present as this fundamental 
information is required by the resource management operation. For simplicity reasons, to evaluate 
the ScRA technique performance at this point, the environment factors (i.e. interference, 
propagation factors etc) were not factored into the channel allocation procedure. Next, QoS 
requirements for each service were fed to the traffic analysis and evaluation processor (see Figure
3-1). In addition, the intensity of different services recorded would be segmented and eventually 
prioritised by the ScRA processor. In this study, effects of first-in-first-out (FIFO) and round- 
robin (RR) scheduling techniques and blocked-calls strategies (i.e. Blocked-Calls Cleared (BCC) 
and Blocked-Calls Delayed (BCD)) on the system throughput were investigated. FIFO and RR 
scheduling operations were considered for packet-switched service, while for circuit-switched 
service like voice, BCC and BCD strategies were explored. These simulated results would be 
elaborated in Chapter 5. The traffic analysis and evaluation processor served to optimise the 
resource management and utilisation based on the load history traffic intensity read at every 
sample time. Traffic analysis and evaluation processor is the brain of ScRA technique. 
Periodically, it receives processes and evaluates the traffic measurements in the service area and
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in addition, it also provides the traffic condition in the service area/network to the network 
designer, allowing them to execute the ScRA technique efficiently.
Resource management operation is the third processor in the ScRA technique. The resource 
management operation processor determines the configurations of channel allocations by the 
control command generated from the traffic and evaluation processor. Therefore, much of the 
resource management operation processor configuration management requires interaction with the 
traffic analysis and evaluation processor database. In addition, the resource management 
operation processor also gathers statistics in order to build up a pattern of subscriber preferences 
and expectation. From the performance reports generated, the network management operation 
could strive for further improvement (e.g. higher radio resource utilisation efficiency) in the 
network.
3.2.1 Phase I: ScRA Technique (Without Prediction Technique)
Figure 3-4 shows a schematic view of the ScRA technique model. The detailed functionality of 
this ScRA technique can be found in section 5.3.1.2. At this moment, an overview of the ScRA 
technique is briefly explained.
Figure 3-4: Schematic View of the ScRA Technique Model
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The ScRA technique m odel consists o f four m ajor processes: traffic m easurem ents, traffic 
analysis, resource m anagem ent operation, and perform ance reports generations. Initially the 
sam pling tim e interval is determ ined and the voice and Em ail services are m easured at a 
determ ined sample time from  the load history databases. A fter the traffic intensity is read, the 
traffic analysis process is initiated. From  the voice service load intensity and desirable QoS 
requirem ent, voice channels are first derived based on Erlang B form ula [KLEI75]. The details o f 
Erlang B form ula [KLEI75] can be found below,
Pb = '
En !n\
^ j Ek I Id
(3-1)
k=0
where:
n is the total num ber o f resources in the system  
E  is the total traffic in Erlang
Pb is the probability that a custom er request will be rejected due to lack o f resources
Next, data channels assigned to GPRS services are derived by subtracting the total num ber o f 
radio resources with the num ber o f voice channels allocated (see Figure 3-4). It should be noted 
that the num ber o f data channels and voice channels change with tim e in accordance to the actual 
traffic dem and. Figure 3-5 illustrates the G SM  and GPRS radio resource been partitioned 
periodically based on the load history database. The results o f ScRA technique without predictive 
schem es incorporated are illustrated in C hapter 5.
GPRS
TrafficLoad GSM Resource
Traffic variation in the GPRS 
network
n
GSM
.Traffic Load
** ^  Traffic variation in the GSM
network
ZE
Rampling time Tim e Tim e
Figure 3-5: Sampling Voice and Email Services at Predetermined Sample Time 
from Load History Databases
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3.2.2 Phase II: ScRA Technique (With Predictive Schemes Incorporated)
For comparison purposes, three regression prediction strategies were identified and evaluated in 
six different traffic conditions. The three regression prediction schemes are namely, linear 
regression prediction, exponential regression prediction, and current value prediction.
3.2.2.1 Description of Simple Regression Prediction Schemes
Research in science and engineering often involves using variables (factors) to explain, regulate 
and predict the behaviour of other variables (responses). Regression prediction scheme is one of 
the popular methods for predicting the future based on a set of collected data samples. This 
section introduces the basic concept o f regression prediction scheme and illustrates how these 
predictive schemes were employed in this research.
3.2.2.1.1 How to Do Forecasting by a Regression Prediction Scheme
Regression is the study o f relationships among variables, a principal purpose of which is to 
predict or estimate the value of one variable from known or assumed values of other variables 
related to it [CHAT96], [BROC02]. To predict or estimate, we must identify the effective 
predictors of the variable of interest: which variables are important indicators and can be 
measured at the least cost? W hich carries only a little information and which is redundant? The 
regression prediction schemes provide a tool for objectively predicting a change over time or 
extrapolating from present to future conditions and to estimate for the future. The regression fit, 
especially the vertical gradient is helpful in providing estimates in future (next sample) traffic 
estimates.
In this study, regression prediction schemes cited in [LEAV02d] were employed in the ScRA 
techniques to forecast the estimated resource needs in the next periodic time. The symbols and 
different prediction schemes used are described as follows:
y,+i is the predicted circuit-switched traffic load; y,is the current measured circuit-switched traffic 
load; is the n samples into the past circuit-switched traffic load; x, is the current time; x,.n is the 
n samples into the past time.
3.2.2.2 Exponential Regression Prediction Scheme, n Past Samples
The exponential regression prediction scheme acquires the current measured traffic load intensity 
and past n traffic load intensity samples, fits an exponential curve through the points, and forecast 
the value for the next traffic load intensity estimates from the equation [LEAV02d] below:
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y ,+ i  =  p X  q x‘" (3-2)
where
where
p ^ l(T  and q—l& (3-3)
n—1 , \ n—1
a = ^ ----------------- Z>x-^------ (3-4)
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(3-5)
3.2.2.3 Linear Regression Prediction Scheme, n Past Samples
The linear regression prediction scheme acquires the current measured traffic load intensity and 
previous n traffic load intensity samples, fits a straight line through the points, and forecasts the 
value of the future traffic load intensity estimates from the equation [LEAV02d] below:
y l+I = a + b X x t+l (3-6)
where
/l-l H-l
2 > m  2 > ~ -
a = — ---- bx-FQ   (3-7)
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3.2.2.4 Current Value Prediction Technique
The current value prediction technique [LEAV02d] forecasts the value of the future traffic load 
intensity solely based on the traffic load history database.
$M=yt+i (3-9)
The residuals are the differences between the observed and the predicted values
{(Xi Xj)- * — 1,•••,*} They are always calculated as observed-predicted, never the other way 
round. A line gives a good fit to a set o f data if the points are close to it. For predictive purposes, 
this means that the predicted values obtained by using the line should be close to the values that 
were actually observed, that is, the residuals should be small. Therefore, when assessing the fit o f 
a line, the vertical distances o f the points to the line are the only distances that matter. 
Perpendicular distances are not considered because errors are measured as vertical distances, not 
perpendicular distances. For example, if load history database is a credible estimate of real-time 
traffic intensity in service area, the residuals are negligible.
3.2.2.5 ScRA Technique Incorporated With Regression Prediction 
Scheme
The regression prediction scheme does two important things. First, it allows ScRA technique to 
estimate the next sampled traffic intensity objectively by extrapolating past load intensity 
samples. Second, it allows ScRA technique to estimate the radio channels to be allocated in the 
next sampled time even in sudden changing traffic conditions. With the predictive schemes, the 
traffic intensity at the next sampled time is estimated. As illustrated in Figure 3-6, the real-time 
traffic is also taken into account for traffic analysis and evaluation phase.
L---------------------------------------------  Traffic measurements -------------------------   Traffic analysis &  J
I evaluation I
Sampling time interval 
determined by network 
designer
Figure 3-6: Traffic Measurements Module for Predictive ScRA Technique
In the traffic measurement processor, the past sampled traffic intensities in load history and 
present measured load intensity in the service area are processed by the predictive regression
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schemes. The number of samples to be read by the traffic measurement processor depends on the 
requirements of predictive regression scheme.
Figure 3-7 shows two traces o f the same service offered load in a service area versus time. The 
blue trace shows the load history service intensity and the green trace illustrates the real-time 
service intensity. Evidently, the service area experiences a sudden surge in traffic intensity.
ScRA technique without predictive scheme acquires its traffic measurements for analysis 
processing solely from the previous traffic intensity in the service area. In situation when real­
time traffic does not conform to the load history database in the service area, the ScRA technique 
would not be able to appropriately allocate channels due to the inaccuracy of traffic measurement 
and analysis processing. Leading to this, high rejection rate may unnecessarily occur for this 
service. This situation is especially undesirable when the ‘free’ channels are allocated to the less 
priority service and not to the important service, like voice service. In this case study, in order to 
better cope with the possible changing traffic in the service area, the load intensity at the next 
sampling time is forecasted using regression prediction scheme based on two sets of databases. 
These two sets of data inputs employed are the present real-time traffic intensity and the previous 
sampled load intensities. When the real-time traffic intensity is incorporated into the resource 
allocation processing, the projected traffic intensity would be able to reflect the increase (if there 
is a sudden surge) or decrease (if there is sudden dip) o f traffic intensity. Therefore, allocation 
channels by the ScRA technique incorporated with regression prediction scheme would be able to 
adapt to the traffic change more proactively and adaptively.
Change in Service Pattern
Figure 3-7: Service Intensity does not Conform to Load History Database
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3.3 Summary
Implementing a spectral efficient resource management and allocation scheme is one of the main 
technical challenges in multiple-service mobile system.
W e believe that with our novel ScRA concepts, insights of bandwidth dimensioning, and resource 
reservation in multiple-service mobile system  can be achieved. More subscribers can be serviced 
with desirable satisfaction without seeking for additional bandwidth.
This chapter has outlined the benefits o f our two proposed novel ScRA techniques, explained its 
relevancy for the future mobile system. Concepts, structure are discussed in details. Further 
elaboration of the simulation results would be detailed in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4
4 Simulation Model
This chapter aims to provide the reader a foundation to better understand the simulation results 
and analysis in the subsequent Chapters 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7.
It is organized in three aspects. Since our research focuses on the GSM/GPRS performance, an 
introduction to the GPRS system  is first described. It is hoped that this section will give the reader 
a general GPRS background, which is essential to understand the simulation model, results and 
analysis. In this section, four GPRS characteristics are highlighted: (a) functionality differences 
between GSM and GPRS, (b) GPRS system architecture, (c) GPRS protocol stack and, (d) the 
GPRS data formats for the GSM/GPRS air interfaces.
The next aspect in this chapter is deliberately intended to present the details of the traffic models 
and studied traffic scenarios applied in our simulation model. A total of five traffic models: (a) 
circuit-switched and packet-switched voice calls, (b) world-wide web (WWW), (c) Email, (d) 
Mobitex and, (e) Railway services are elaborated in the first part of this section.. The second part 
illustrates the five combination of mixed traffic scenarios employed in this simulator evaluation.
Eventually, the last aspect o f this chapter would lead the reader to understand the details our 
simulation model and definitions of the performance measures employed throughout in this thesis.
4.1 Introduction to GPRS
4.1.1 Differences Between GSM and GPRS
The reason for developing a GPRS system stems from  two factors. First, with the growth of 
Internet users worldwide, the mobile operators would want to deliver more services through IP 
protocol, this desire would drive the extension of the GSM mobile system to ride onto the IP. 
Second reason for developing GPRS is that with the low data transfer rate of the mobile
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generation system GSM over the air interface (i.e. maximum data transmission rate as 9600 
bits/sec), GSM mobile users would be able to “surf” the Internet satisfactory. GPRS allows the 
transmission of packet data at moderate bit rates using the channels within the existing GSM  
infrastructure. It is a standard from the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 
for adding on packet data services within GSM systems. By adding the functionality to the 
existing GSM network, operators are able to offer their subscribers’ wireless access to external 
IP-based networks. One important difference between the GSM  and GPRS is the handling of the 
radio resource: GSM relies on circuit-switching at the air interface and GPRS on packet-switching 
at the air interface [CAI97], [BETT99]. Circuit-switching at air interface means that a complete 
traffic channel is allocated to a user for the entire duration of a call. Therefore, the channel would 
still be recognized as “busy” even when there is no data to be transmitted at certain intervals 
during a conversation. On the other hand, GPRS is based on packet-switched radio transmission. 
A  traffic channel is allocated only when needed and is released immediately upon the 
transmission of packets. In addition, GPRS allows a user to be allocated multiple channels, 
leading to higher data rates. Theoretically, when a user uses eight channels in a frame for data 
transfer (i.e. multiple-slot transmission), a maximum data rate of 171.2 Kbits/s can be achieved. 
This multiple-slot transmission concept is explained in Chapter 5 and detailed in [ETSI97b].
4.1.2 GPRS System Architecture-Integration of GPRS in GSM
GPRS is integrated into the existing G SM  system without building up a completely new network. 
It utilises much of the GSM  network infrastructure and shares the same radio resources. To enable 
direct routing of packets to external packet data networks (PDNs), two extra nodes have to be 
added to the GSM core network. These comprise the GPRS backbone network. The radio system 
comprises the mobile stations (M Ss) and the base station subsystem (BSS). An overall GPRS 
system architecture is shown in Figure 4-1 [BETT99]. The BSS consists of a base station 
controller (BSC) and base transceiver station (BTS). The BSC supports all relevant GPRS 
protocols for communication over the air interface. It sets up, supervises and disconnects packet- 
switched calls and channel assignment. On the other hand, BTS is only a relay station (without 
any protocol functions) and performs modulation, demodulation, actual radio transmission and 
reception. The radio coverage area of a BTS is termed a cell. The two logical nodes namely, 
serving GPRS support node (SGSN) and gateway GPRS support node (GGSN), serve as the 
GPRS core. The SGSN is responsible for the MSs in the service area-data exchange to/from the 
MS, maintaining location information for the MSs and detecting new GPRS MSs in its service 
area. The GGSN provides inter-working with the external PDN and is connected with the SGSNs 
via an IP-based GPRS backbone network. A home location register (HLR) maintains all GPRS- 
user related data needed by the GGSN to perform routing and data transfer.
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Figure 4-1: An Overview of GSM/GPRS System Architecture
4.1.3 GPRS Network Protocol
The network protocol stack of GPRS is shown in Figure 4-2 [CAI97], [BETT99].
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Figure 4-2: GPRS Network Protocol Stack
Every protocol has its own data format. The IP packets are transformed into these different 
formats on their way to the MS after arriving at the GPRS network. Radio communication 
between MS and the GPRS network is covered by physical and data link layer (DLL) 
functionalities. Between MS and BSS, the DLL is split into the logical link control (LLC) and the 
Radio Link Control (R LQ /M A C . The LLC provides a logical link between the MS and SGSN 
over the Um and Gb interfaces. The M AC operates between the MS and BTS. It handles access
signalling (request and grant), transmission of data blocks over the air interface and multiplexing
data and signalling traffic onto the physical channel.
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User data and signaling data 
Signaling data
MSQVLR
SMS-GMSC SMS-Gateway MSC 
SMS-IWMSC SMS-lnterworking MSC
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4.1.4 Structure for Packet Data Channels
Prio r to transm ission via the air interface, service data packets are segm ented into sm aller data 
blocks, being the R LC  block. The radio b lock (RB) is the basic transm ission unit o f a packet data 
channel (PDCH). Radio blocks are transm itted in 4  time slots spanning four consecutive TD M A  
fram es (see Figure 4-3) [BETT99].
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R LC /M A C R L C /M A C  b lock • RT.C/M AC hlnrk
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P h y s ica l L in k
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Figure 4-3: Data Segmentation
T he actual radio block structure and its payload bits depend on the m essage type (data or control 
m essage) and the CS used. T he four d ifferent CSs are show n in  T able 4-1 [BETT99].
Scheme Code Rate Payload (Bits/Block) Data rate kb/s
CS-1 1/2 181 9.05
CS-2 =2/3 268 13.4
CS-3 =3/4 312 15.6
CS-4 1 428 21.4
Table 4-1: GPRS Channel Protection Schemes
T he above table illustrates d ifferent data rates that can be achieved by different GPRS channel 
protection  schemes. The m axim um  data  ra te  o f GPRS is 171.2 K bps, w hich can be achieved by 
using CS-4. As shown in T able 4-1, a data rate o f  21.4K bps can be achieved for each tim e slot 
and by using all eight tim e slots, this gives the m axim um  data rate (21.4 x 8) =171.2 Kbps.
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4.1.5 Air Interface Um
As mentioned earlier, the basic idea of GPRS is to provide a packet-switched bearer service in 
GSM network. Its higher bandwidth efficiency as compared to circuit-switched systems such as 
GSM, is due to the introduction of “capacity on demand” and the statistical multiplexing of users 
in a single timeslot (i.e. multiple-slot operation) [TRIPOO], [CAI97], [BRAS97]. GPRS-utilises 
GSM radio-resources while keeping the same hybrid TDM A/ FDM A structure.
4.1.6 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)
FDM A denotes the division of a given frequency spectm m  in several sub-frequencies. For 
GSM/GPRS, frequency spectrum from  89CT-915 MHz and 935-960 MHz is reserved (see Figure
4-4) [RAPP97]. Therefore, the lower spectrum is used for transmission from MS to the BSS 
(uplink) and the higher spectrum used for transmission from  BSS to the MS (downlink). Both 
frequency spectrums with the size of 25 M Hz are divided into the 124 frequency channels with a 
bandwidth of 200 KHz each.
Frequency spectrum of MS (uplink) Frequency spectrum of BTS (downlink)
Figure 4-4: GSM Allocated Frequency Spectrum
4.1.7 Time Division M ultiple Access (TDMA)
The 200 KHz frequency channels are further divided into 8 time slots with the duration of 577 
/isec that build together one TDM A frame (see Figure 4-5) [RAPP97]. A channel is taken to 
imply a particular TDM A slot on a certain frequency (577 jttsec). One or more channels can be 
taken from the available pool o f GSM  channels that may be dedicated to GPRS packet data 
traffic. Such channels are called PDCH. In this study, our attention was focused on the main 
factors that give GPRS an edge over GSM  -its  packet-based approach and the multiplexing of 
radio resources.
Our study simulates GPRS mobiles in single-and multiple-slot transmission operations and this 
operation is elaborated in Chapter 5.
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Fr equency  spectrum of  B T S  ( d o w n l i n k )
Figure 4-5: TDMA Frame
4.2 Traffic Models
In total, five traffic m odels w ere used fo r perform ance evaluation. They are nam ely voice calls 
(circuit-sw itched and packet-sw itched), W W W , Em ail, M obitex and R ailw ay services. The basic 
factors fo r a designer to provision the required  radio resources are call attem pt rate, call holding 
tim e, num ber o f  channels (radio resource or facilities), and the QoS. T he telecom m unication 
services considered are data and voice transm ission. B oth services are d ifferent in nature.
4.2.1 Circuit-Switched Voice Calls Traffic Model
The circuit-sw itched voice calls traffic m odel stochastic process (St.: t> -0 )  is defined as birth-and 
death- process. Traditionally, voice calls and all data sessions are assum ed to  have inter-arrival 
tim es tt (betw een arrival o f packets i and i+1) w ith the follow ing characteristics: They are 
independent, and exponentially d istributed, that is their probability density function (pdf) 
[THIL01] is as follows:
P(t) ~ Xexp(-Xt) (4-1)
w here X is the average inter-arrival tim e. The inter-arrival o f packets in the  system  is show n in 
F igure 4-6.
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exp distributed
Inter-arrival time between packets
Time (sec) 
->
Figure 4-6: Packets Inter-Arrival Time
Figure 4-7 illustrates a call holding time, which is exponentially distributed for circuit-switched 
voice calls. In this study, the voice service holding time is simulated as 120 sec and the pdf of the 
exponential distribution [THIL01] with a mean value of (1/p) is expressed below,
f ( x , p T ) =  p e ~ ftx (4-2)
Tim e (sec)
 ►
Holding time (channel occupation time)
------------------------------------------------
Figure 4-7: Channel Holding Time
4.2.2 PacketVoice (PY) Calls Traffic Model
For PV service, each call alternates between talking modes at which voice packets are generated 
periodically, by.the vocoder for both downlink and uplink transmission [BRAD69]. Therefore, the 
transfer of a conventional speech over packet networks can be characterized as alternating 
between two states: talk spurt and silent [BRAD69J. The idea of occupying other data connections 
on the silence periods in a conversation is to improve the channel efficiency and overall system 
capacity.
In our performance evaluation, our PV call traffic model is simulated by the voice activity factor 
as explained in the following. In a conventional telephone conversation, as much as in any other 
conversation between two people, normally only one of the speakers would talk at one time while 
the other listens. This means most o f the time either an uplink or downlink is used to transfer 
speech and the average activity cycle per link, so-called voice activity factor a  is not expected to 
exceed 50% [NORM38]. Looking at the activity patterns in greater detail, the conversation is not
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continuous, i.e. there are small gaps between individual sentences, individual words and possibly 
syllables such that a  is further reduced to, say, below 40%. Based on [NORM38], it is reasonable 
to infer that the speaker does not talk at all times, and the PV voice activity factor can be assumed 
to be 40% of the circuit-switched voice calls. Therefore, in order to evaluate the reduction in 
channel usage when voice call is transmitted in packet switching network, we assume the PV 
holding time to be 40%  of the circuit-switched voice holding time. The voice, activity factor a is 
defined as [NORM38],
Voice activity factor', a  =  Average Busy Period_____________  (4-3)
Average Busy Period  +  Average Idle Period
4.2.3 Email Traffic Model
Email traffic model is based on the statistics collected on Email usage from Finnish University 
and Research Network, namely FUNET model [BRAS97]. The pdf of the Email connection sizes 
[BRAS97] is given by
/(* ,« ,/?) = P - 5-  (4-4)
7t(P + ( x - a )  )
where it can be approximated by a truncated Cauchy distribution (a -  0.8, f  = 1) with a 
m aximum message size of 10 Kbytes and average size of the Cauchy Email connection is 830 
bytes [BRAS97].
4.2.4 WWW Traffic Model
The future mobile radio systems would support wideband data services. The provision of a fast 
access to Internet is one of the goals o f these technologies. Although Internet traffic is made up of 
different applications, W W W  traffic is the dominant service. [ETSI97a] proposed a W W W  traffic 
model for UMTS evaluation that has been widely used in many contributions in the 
standardisation groups of ETSI and also 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). Hence, 
[ETSI97a] is used as a reference for our simulation W W W  browsing session.
A W W W  browsing session is made up of packet calls (see Figure 4-8). A packet call corresponds 
to the transmission of one W W W  page that is composed of a variable number of packets. At a 
certain time upon the receipt o f a packet call (reading time), another packet call is initiated. 
Therefore in summary, W W W  session is a characteristic application of hierarchical call 
architecture. Browsing session consists o f sequence of packet calls and during a packet call, 
several packets may be generated constituting a bursty sequence of packets. The W W W  traffic 
model follows a Pareto burst distribution (a=  1.1 and p= 81.5) with a maximum burst size of
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66666 bytes [ETSI97a]. The average burst size of WWW browsing is 480 bytes. In addition, 
Table 4-2 is tabulated to show the parameters and distributions used in this ETSI WWW model.
Packc 
1
m
Session
Figure 4-8: Structure of a WWW Session
Level Parameter Distribution
Session
Interarrival time Exponential
Number of packets calls Geometrical
Packet call
Reading time Geometrical
Number of packets Geometrical
Packet call
Interarrival time Geometrical
Size Truncated Pareto
Table 4-2: ETSI Model Structure, Parameters and Statistical Distributions
4.2.5 Mobitex Traffic Model
The M obitex model is based on the statistics collected from  a fleet management application using 
wireless packet data network in Sweden. This model has an uniform  distribution for downlink 
traffic load parameterized as [ETSI94] 115 ± 57 bytes.
4.2.6 Railway Traffic Model
The Railway model is based on an assessment of Railway application requirements. A negative 
exponential distribution has been proposed for modelling of the Railway service application with 
a mean message length of 170 bytes [ETSI94] and [BRAS97].
4.3 Studied Traffic
4.3.1 Circuit-Switched Voice and Email Service
For the first stage of this research, circuit-switched service employed in GSM  system is voice and 
packet-switched service employed in GPRS system is Email (see Figure 4-9). In this study, the
Packet call
i— 1— i
iUUUi
time
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time-variant voice calls and Email service follows a usage pattern with reference to [ALME99], 
[TANG03a] respectively.
Studied traffic
*
Packet-switched
Email services class 1,class 2, class 3 
Figure 4-9: Studied Traffic in the First Part of Research Study
4.3.2 Packet Voice (PV) Calls and Email Service
In the second studied traffic scenario, circuit-switched voice calls in GSM was replaced by PV 
(see Figure 4-10).
Studied traffic
i
Packetvoice calls Email services * class 1,class 2, class 3
Figure 4-10: Studied Traffic in the Second Part of Research Study
Eventually, a comparative analysis o f performance evaluation was performed on the two above 
traffic scenarios (see Figure 4-11). The simulated results would be discussed in Chapter 5.
Studied traffic
f '----------------- *
Voice service Email services
Figure 4-11: Comparative Traffic Study in Second Stage of Research Study
4.3.3 Three-and Five-Mixed Services
In addition to the above mixed services scenarios, additional services were incorporated in our 
simulator as illustrated in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13. For example, the three and five services 
scenarios that comprise voice calls, WWW, Email services and voice calls, WWW, Email, 
Mobitex, Railway services respectively.
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Figure 4-12: Three Types of Studied Services
Figure 4-13: Five Types of Studied Services
4.4 System Model
Figure 4-14 illustrates our studied system model.
Ntv t ' f  U :nuii s c s s it 'n s
Figure 4-14: System Model
We had considered a single cell area under GSM and GPRS systems radio coverage. 
Communications to and from the mobile hosts (M Hs) in each cell were serviced by a BTS located
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at the centre o f the cell T his BTS w as'assigned  w ith single or m ultiple earner frequency serving 
m ixed traffic to M S. T he w ireless bandw idth available for m obile users was divided into a set o f 
carriers by frequency division, and each carrier is further divided into a num ber o f channels by 
tim e division. Each physical channel/tim e slot o f a TD M A  fram e has a duration of 576.9 psec. In 
' conventional G SM , a physical channel is allocated to the user fo r the entire call duration. O n the 
other-hand, GPRS physical channels are only allocated  when the data packets are transm itted, and* »- 
they are released after the transm ission. F or GPRS data transm ission, incom ing data-packets 
generated w ould be segm ented into R L C  data blocks and in the data link  layer, a physical channel 
(tim e slot) w ould be assigned to a R LC  data b lock for 20 msec. T his is because a GPRS basic 
radio transm ission block or RLC /M A C  block consists o f  four tim e slots in the consecutive fram es; 
w hich has a holding tim e o f  20 msec. ^
The sequence o f  how  each user R L C  block is to be transm itted on  the physical channels is 
determ ined by the scheduling technique em ployed in which case FIFO and RR  scheduling 
technique w ere used in our sim ulation evaluation and the obtained results would be discussed in 
C hapter 5.
4.5 Performance Measures
Perform ance m easures em ployed in our sim ulator evaluations are:
•  blocking probability,
•  delay per data session,
•  radio resource utilisation,
•  throughput,
•  delay per R LC  block.
Blocking probability is defined as the probability that a new voice call initiated by the B TC  and 
is not successfully assigned to a packet data traffic channel (PDTCH). This gives the ratio o f  the 
voice being rejected by system  against total offered voice calls. It is expressed as follows:
B locking probability = Total number o f connection requests blocked (4-3)
Total number o f connection requests generated
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Radio resource utilisation is defined as a measure of how busy the channel is during the 
simulation time. The radio resource utilisation is normalized. Radio resource utilisation is 
expressed as follows:
Radio resource utilisation = Total of busy channel (4-4)
Total channels in the network
Delay per data session is defined as the delay from  the issuing of a new call connection request 
at the BSC to the confirmation that the connection has been established (i.e. this delay includes 
transmission delays at the BSC queue buffer). The unit for delay per data session is seconds.
Delay per RLC block is defined as the arrival o f a data burst at the source until the data burst is 
transmitted from  the source (i.e. this is the queuing delay of data burst). The unit for delay per 
RLC block is seconds.
Throughput is defined as the amount of transmitted radio blocks (bits) that is transmitted divided 
by the simulated time (1 hour). The unit o f throughput is (bits/sec).
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Chapter 5
5 ScRA Technique
Previous chapters had discussed the spectral efficiency challenges in the multiple-service mobile 
system, detailed our proposed ScRA techniques concept and explained our dynamic GSM/GPRS 
system simulator.
In this chapter, by using the developed dynamic GSM/GPRS system simulator we evaluate the 
ScRA techniques (without predictive scheme) in several mixed traffic scenarios and compare their 
performance with those achievable by the conventional StRA technique. W e will show that our 
proposed techniques outperform the conventional technique in all tested scenarios.
5.1 Investigation Objectives
This chapter is written with two investigation objectives in mind.
The first investigation objective is to determine the “break points” in the system. For this issue, 
we have proposed and developed an algorithm. This proposed algorithm is used to derive the 
number of data channel and data session would be detailed in the first part of the chapter.
The second investigation objective is to discuss the achievable simulated results from  our ScRA 
techniques study (without prediction scheme). These investigation objectives can be divided into 
three aspects: (a) impact of transmission techniques; (b) effect of scheduling techniques and; (c) 
impact of blocked-calls strategies in the system performance. Up to four variations of ScRA 
techniques are identified for performance com parison and evaluation puiposes. They are namely: 
single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA, multiple-slot FIFO BCC ScRA with two and three channels 
transmission capability, single-slot RR BCC ScRA, single-slot RR BCD ScRA techniques. Figure 
5-1 illustrates the ScRA techniques investigations structure.
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First Stage of Research
Transmission Technique Scheduling Techniques Blocked-Calls Strategies
Single-slot FIFO Blocked-Calls Cleared
Multiple-slot RR Blocked-Calls Delayed
Figure 5-1: ScRA Techniques Investigations structure
5.2 Studied Traffic Scenario
With regards to the studied traffic scenario, the ScRA techniques were first tested in two mixed 
services scenarios: (a) circuit-switched voice with Email, (b) PV with Email. Then, a comparative 
study would be done on PV with Email services against circuit-switched voice with Email 
services at the end of this chapter (see Figure 5-2).
Studied traffic
Voice service Email services  ^  class 1 .class 2, class 3
Figure 5-2: Studied Traffic Scenario
5.3 Derivation of Dynamic Data Session by the ScRA Technique
Till date, operators implementing GPRS system has operational GSM voice network, which the 
present GSM network still supporting millions of voice customers. As a result, GSM services are 
still the main revenue for the GSM/GPRS operators. Considering that there is a requirement for 
all GPRS operators to offer as much GPRS data service as possible, voice QoS in GSM network 
must still not be compromised at any times. Based on this requirement, the following approach is 
taken.
5.3.1 Approach
An algorithm was proposed to balance the traffic between GPRS, GSM and find the optimum 
services thresholds for the mobile operators.
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5.3.1.1 Assumptions
W e assume that:-
•  Service area serves only voice and Email services.
•  Offered voice intensity is known. This voice load intensity is assumed dynamic and 
follows a time-varying pattern referenced from  [ALME99] (see Figure 5-3).
• Voice service traces seen in the load history is a credible estimate of the present state of 
voice calls intensity in the service area.
• Desirable voice QoS and data QoS are known.
• Desirable voice QoS is assumed at 2% blocking probability.
• Desired data QoSs classes are delay class 1 (DC1), delay class 2 (DC2) and delay class 3 
(DC3) which DC1, DC2, DC3 desire 1.5 sec, 25 sec, and 250 sec delay per data session 
respectively.
•  Constant QoS support for both voice and Email services in the system are desired.
•  One hour fixed sample interval is chosen as the predetermined sample interval for
simplicity reason.
•  Number of data session’s arrival rate is to be estimated into the system.
Figure 5-3: Dynamic Voice Arrival Rate Traces
5.3.1.2 Algorithm Description
ScRA technique stems from the idea of partitioning the radio resource into two sections at each 
sample time: (a) One section of radio resource is reserved for voice calls based on the actual voice
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calls intensity and desired voice QoS and, (b) the other section of radio resource is reserved for 
data service after the number of voice channels is derived.
As described in section 3.2, the number of voice channels V-, (where i represents the number of 
sampled time) can be derived from the Erlang B traffic formula (see equation 3-1). After the 
number of voice channels are derived, the number of channels allocated to data services, D, can be 
calculated as
D, = C,-V,-
where
Q : carrier allocated to the simulated service area, and
V,-: number of voice channels that are inputted to the data channel assignment processor. 
Figure 5-4 shows a logical flow for num ber o f data channel derivation in one sample time.
(5-1)
Input Voice QoS
sampled calls requirements required
intensity
Voice channels Number
of channel Data channels Data sessions With fixed data QoS requirements and data channels,
available allocated QoS requirements the data sessions generated can be derived from simulatorbased on 
Erlang-B Traffic
©
Figure 5-4: Logic Flow for Number of Data Channel Derivations for One Sample Time
After D, is computed, the derivation of data session algorithm will be activated. Figure 5-5 
illustrates the data session derivation algorithm flowchart and operations of the data session 
derivation algorithm would be described in the following.
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Input the Desired
Data Service
QoSs
(e.g. DC1)
------------►
Trigger Traffic Generator 
to
Increase Data Session
Trigger Traffic Generator 
to yes j
Decrease Data Session
Refer to figure 6-2 for derivation of data channel
Trigger next sampling flag to read 
next voice intensity and calculate 
data channel
Figure 5-5: F low chart for Data Session Derivation for One Sample Time
1. A fter the num ber o f  data channels is derived the sim ulator w ould be inputted by a set o f data 
connection from  the traffic generator. Based on the data resource assigned and the traffic 
generated, the sim ulator is set to operate.
2. A fter a sim ulation run the output delay (OD) is our concern statistics. This output delay (OD) 
is used as a com parison w ith the input delay requirem ent (DC1),
(a) If  OD (output) is equal to desired DC1 (input), the traffic generator will store this set 
o f data session arrival rate into the data load history database.
(b) O therw ise, if  the obtained OD (output) is lesser than desired  DC1 (input), the traffic 
generator w ill increase the data session arrival rate in  the traffic generator,
(c) O r if  OD (output) is greater than desired DC1 (input), the traffic generator w ill 
decrease the data session arrival rate in the traffic generator,
(d) In condition w hen the OD (output) is not equal to DC1 (input), the sim ulator will be 
set to run again w ith different set o f traffic generated. Procedures from  (a) to (d) is 
repetitive until w hich the OD (output) is equal to desired DC1 (input).
3. W hen the sim ulator has detected that OD (output) is equal to DC1 (input), this set o f data 
session will be retrieved from  the traffic generator and then forw arded to the load history 
database.
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4. After the derived data session is stored into the load history database, a sampling flag will be 
initiated and the pointer in the simulator will move to the next sam ple time. The purpose of 
this pointer is to start another set of data derivation for the next sample time.
5. In our algorithm, the simulator will terminate the above mentioned procedures after a total of 
24th sampling points. In this study, three sets of allowable Email arrival rate session for three 
different delay classes against time are derived and the results are shown in Figure 5-6.
6. Therefore the above procedures are repeated for at least seventy-two cycles (i.e. three delay 
sets multiply by twenty-four sampling points).
5.3.2 Derived M aximum Allowable Data-Connections
It can be seen that the voice calls arrival rate in Figure 5-3 and the derived Email arrival rate 
session in Figure 5-6 pattern is negatively correlated. W hen voice calls intensity is at its 
maximum level, Email load intensity is at its minimum level. If a snap short is taken on these two 
plots (Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-6) at a sample time, we can understand the behavior for this 
phenomenon. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. W hen the voice service demand is 
low, lesser channels are required for GSM  system. Resulted to this, number of data channels 
derived for GPRS system is high, hence high Email services arrival rate can be admitted into the 
simulator at this sample time. On the other hand, at situation when there is high voice offered 
load, low Email session arrival rate is observed.
Time (Hours)
Figure 5-6: Derived Maximum Allowable Email Arrival Rate Session for 3 Delay Classes
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5.4 Simulation Results for Single-Slot ScRA Technique
The aim  of this section is to evaluate and quantify the single-slot ScRA technique performance 
against StRA technique via our developed dynamic system level simulator.
Simulation is a useful technique for investigating the performance benefits o f our proposed ScRA 
technique. This is because our investigation is continuing and increasingly looking at more 
services (up to five services) and more resources (more than one carrier), which can present 
considerable challenges to any analytic approach.
5.4.1 Simulation Model
The studied scenario is formulated with a single carrier supporting circuit-switched voice and 
Email services in a cell area. Each carrier is further divided into a number of channels by time 
division and this physical channel/time slot of a TDM A frame has duration of 576.9 jttsec. It was 
assumed that both voice and Email services pattern are dynamic and their traces are in accordance 
of Figure 5-3 for voice, and Figure 5-6 for Email. Based on these sets o f the traffic inputs; two 
aspects can be expected: (a) greater radio resource utilisation can be achieved from the ScRA 
technique, (b) desired voice and Em ail QoSs can be attained constantly throughout the day.
The actual properties of the traffic streams can be complex and rapidly changing. W e assumed 
mean the call hold times of 120 sec for circuit-switched voice and that the voice hold time to have 
a negative exponential distribution. On the other hand, the Email service follows the FUNET 
model [BRAS97] parameters, which its Em ail connection size can be estimated as truncated 
Cauchy distribution with a maximum message size of 10 Kbytes and average size of the Email 
connection is 830 bytes.
In this study, MS attempting to gain voice service access through the system would be rejected 
from the system in the event that all the assigned voice channels are busy. Hence queuing is not 
provided for voice call requests. When a M S requests a voice service, there is minimal voice call 
set-up time and the MS is given immediate access to a channel if one is available. If  all voice 
assigned channels are already in use, the voice call is blocked without access to the system. The 
MS does not receive voice service but is free to try again later. In conventional GSM, a physical 
channel is allocated to the MS for the entire voice call duration. More details about blocked-calls 
cleared (BCC) operation would be detailed in section 5.6.4.
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For Email data transmission, incoming data-packets generated would be segmented into RLC data 
blocks and in the data-link layer; a physical channel (time slot) would be assigned to a RLC data 
block for 20 msec. This is because a GPRS basic radio transmission block or RLC/MAC block 
consists of four time slots in the consecutive frames; which has a holding time of 20 msec. The 
sequence of how each user RLC block is to be transmitted on the physical channels is determined 
by the scheduling technique employed; in this case FIFO scheduling technique were used in our 
simulation evaluation. GPRS physical channels are only allocated when the data packets are 
transmitted, and they are released after the transmission.
Performance of the proposed FIFO BCC freRA technique is evaluated in terms of radio resource 
utilisation, blocking probability and delay per Email session and then these achievable results are 
compared against the StRA technique.
5.4.1.1 Static Resource Allocation (StRA) Technique
This section provides a revisit to the basic idea underlying the StRA technique [section 1.4]. StRA 
technique assigns channels to the GSM  network with the aim of supporting the “busy hour” 
offered traffic demand. Subsequently, the remainder of the channels is statically allocated for 
GPRS network usage. In order to implement the StRA technique in the GSM/GPRS network, we 
need to ascertain the peak traffic load for the GSM  network. In this study, we assume that the 
offered load is recorded in a load history database where its traces follow [ALME99], from  which 
the peak traffic load intensity can be ascertained.
5.4.1.2 Single-Slot ScRATechnique
As stated in section 3.2, the ScRA technique allocates and re-allocates the common resource 
between the GSM  and GPRS network adaptively and periodically rather than allocating radio 
resource statically to the service. Periodically, from the voice service load intensity and desirable 
QoS requirement, voice channels are first derived based on Erlang B formula. After the number of 
voice channels is derived, the num ber of data channels can be obtained by subtracting the total 
channels with the number of voice channels. The allocation and re-allocation of radio resource at 
a determined sample time is based on the load history databases. When ScRA technique is 
simulated based on single-slot transmission control operation, GPRS allows a single MS to 
transmit on one time slot per TDM A frame. Figure 5-7 below illustrates this single-slot 
transmission concept.
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Sl o t  0
F r a m e  1
F r a m e  2
F r a m e  3
F r a m e  4
F r a m e  5
F r a m e  6
F r a m e  7
F r a m e  8
R L C  b l o c k  1 
S l o t  0
R L C  b l o c k  2
Figure 5-7: User Transmitting on One Time Slot Within a Frame
5.4.1.3 Description of Single-Slot FIFO Scheduling Scheme
In this study FIFO scheduling schem e is em ployed in the proposed single-slot ScRA technique. 
Figure 5-8 aims to illustrate the FIFO scheduling scheme operation sim ulated in our simulator. As 
shown in Figure 5-8, a new ly generated Email session w ould jo in  a single queue and each time 
slot (resource) has separate queue. A central controller is responsible for a single user access to 
the designated tim e slot till it com pletes the Email session. Once the tim e slot had transm itted all 
the RLC blocks for each user, the central controller perform s tw o operations. First, it would invite 
the Email user next in line to transm it on the designed time slot and next, it would trigger the 
traffic generator for another Em ail arrival.
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Figure 5-8: Single-Slot FIFO Scheduling Concept
Figure 5-9 shows how the time slot 0 is used for data transfer. It was shown that time slot 0  is 
assigned to a single Email user for a complete Email session data transfer and Email user is 
served one after another.
Email user 1 RLC(a)|~Email a m  1 RLC(a-f l )  ! Email user 1 RLC(a+2)~|~ Email userl RLC(a+ii)~|
Figure 5-9: RLC Blocks Transmission Based on Single-Slot FIFO Scheduling Technique
Additionally, the Email arrival event is illustrated in Figure 5-10. Each newly generated Email 
session has its’ own record of arrival time and total number of RLC blocks needed to be 
transmitted. This newly arrived Email record is then placed at the end of the queue. If the radio 
resource (time slot) is free, the function resource_scheduling routine is invoked. The 
resource_scheduling event is illustrated in Figure 5-11. When this routine is invoked, the first 
Email session would be taken out from the time slot queue. The purpose of this routine is to take 
the first Email job out o f the queue, and place this job on the free time slot. For single-slot FIFO 
scheduling technique, this Email user would occupy the time slot for the entire duration of the 
session. Once this user is released from the time slot, the next user in line would be served (see 
Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9). After each user (i.e. job) transmission, the end_resource_run routine (see
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Figure 5-12) is invoked and the response tim e o f this Em ail transaction and statistics would be 
gathered. Subsequently, another Em ail arrival w ould be scheduled into the system. Eventually, a 
check is m ade to see w hether the end sim ulation tim e has reached. If  so, this sim ulation w ould 
end and the perform ance report generated. If the sim ulation is not over, and if there are other 
Em ail users in the queue, the resource_scheduling routine is again invoked. On the other hand, if  
the queue is em pty, this tim e slot will be initialized as idle and the sim ulation continues.
Figure 5-10: Flow chart for Em ail A rrival Routine
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Figure 5-11: Flow chart for resource scheduling Routine
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Remove job on 
time slot
Figure 5-12: Flow chart for End Resource Scheduling Routine
5.4.2 Radio Resource Utilisation Difference Between the Singie-SIot ScRA 
and StRA Techniques
This section presents the sim ulated results attained by the single-slot ScR A  technique and StRA 
technique in three dynam ic and m ultiple-service environm ents; (a) circuit-sw itched voice calls 
w ith class 1 Em ail service; (b) circuit-sw itched voice calls w ith class 2  Em ail service and; (c) 
circuit-sw itched voice calls w ith class 3 Em ail service.
Figure 5-13 illustrates the radio resource utilisation perform ance betw een the single-slot ScRA 
and StRA techniques throughout the day. B ased on the sim ulated result, single-slot ScRA 
technique achieves greater radio  resource utilisation over StRA  technique.
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Figure 5-13: Radio Resource Utilisation Between Single-Slot ScRA and StRA Techniques
Numerically, the calculated radio resource utilisation gain was found to be 12%, 23% and 24.5% 
(see table 5-1) respectively for the three types of Email traffic intensity (i.e. class 1, class 2, class 
3 QoS profile) during the off-peak hours.
Single-slot ScRA StRA
Average Delay (sec)
Radio Resource Utilisation
(% )
Average Delay (sec)
Radio Resource 
Utilisation (% )
QoS
•O ff Peak 
Hour
•Peak
H our
•O ff Peak 
H our
•P eak
H our
•O ff Peak 
H our
•P eak H our
•O ff
Peak
H our
•Peak
Hour
Classl 1.5 1.5 65 52.5 400 1.5 53 52.5
Class2 25 25 76 60 600 25 53 60
Class3 250 250 77.5 62 780 250 53 62
Table 5-1: Comparison of single-slot ScRA and StRA Techniques 
(Classl/Class2/Class3 Profile for Radio Resource Utilisation and Average Delay) 
T ea k  Hours: 0800 hour to 2000 hours "‘Off Peak Hours: 2000 hours to 0800 hours
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5.4.3 Pb Difference Between Single-Slot ScRA and StRA Techniques
To objectively justify that single-slot ScRA technique can achieve better radio resource utilisation 
in the system, desirable Pb must also be maintained at all times. Figure 5-14 shows the Pb 
performance obtained from single-slot ScRA and StRA techniques against time (24 hours).
Figure 5-14 allows us to draw the following conclusion: (a) single-slot ScRA technique can 
maintain a constant and desirable Pb, (b) in order to maintain the voice QoS under the desirable 
2% Pb at all times, the StRA technique needed to allocate channels based on the “busy hour” 
voice calls intensity, (c) if  the voice service is not allocated with enough channels, Pb criteria for 
voice service load would not be met especially during the “busy hour” period. At one point, the 
maximum Pb is at 6% for StRA technique.
Figure 5-14: Effect of Pb for the StRA and Single-Slot ScRA Techniques
5.4.4 Delay per Email Session Difference Between the Single-Slot ScRA and 
StRA Techniques
If we look at the delay per Email session results, more superior performance of single-slot ScRA 
technique is revealed. Figure 5-15 shows three classes of data sessions delay obtained from the 
single-slot ScRA technique. It is important to note that:
•  single-slot ScRA technique achieved constant delay for the data-connections at all times,
•  the delay performance for StRA technique was not constant (see Figure 5-16). This is 
because data channels allocated to the GPRS system was lesser as compared to the single-
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slot ScRA technique. Therefore StRA technique could not cope with the high load 
intensity and did not perform as well when compared to the single-slot ScRA technique.
Additionally, Figure 5-17 to Figure 5-19 illustrates the delay per Email session performances 
plotted in pdfs. From these three figures, it is evident that the single-slot ScRA technique obtained 
much lesser delay per Email session than StRA technique.
Hence, with the result obtained, we can conclude that single-slot ScRA technique is able to 
optimise the radio resource utilisation while maintaining constant QoS throughout the day.
Figure 5-15: Delay per Email Session for Single-Slot ScRA Technique Achieved Throughout the Day
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Figure 5-16: Delay per Email Session for StRA Technique Obtained Throughout the Day
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Figure 5-17: Delay per Email Session (in pdf) for Single-Slot ScRA and StRA Technique (Class 1)
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Figure 5-18: Delay per Email Session (in pdf) for Single-Slot ScRA and StRA Technique(Class 2)
Figure 5-19: Delay per Email Session (in pdf) for Single-Slot ScRA and StRA Technique (Class 3)
5.5 Simulation Results for Multiple-Slot ScRA Technique
Having proofed that the single-slot ScRA technique is an efficient and flexible radio resource 
allocation technique, this section extends the previous investigation by exploring the multiple-slot 
performance behaviour in our proposed ScRA technique.
Our objective is to analyse and compare the performance of the ScRA technique with/without 
multiple-slot transmission control operations. Questions that we ask ourselves are whether the 
ScRA technique incorporated with multiple-slot transmission operation would achieve greater 
throughput over the single-slot ScRA and StRA techniques? And what is their radio resource 
utilisation, delay per Email session, blocking probability performance?
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Four radio resource allocation techniques, namely the StRA, single-slot ScRA, multiple-slot 
ScRA (with two channels and three channels) are identified for our study. The conventional 
StRA technique is again benchmarked for performance comparison. Since the StRA and single­
slot ScRA technique are described in the preceding section, only the multiple-slot ScRA 
technique is described in the following.
5.5.1 Multiple-SIot ScRA (MSScRA) Technique
For multiple-slot ScRA technique set-up, GPRS allows a MS to transmit on multiple-slot within 
the same TDM A frame. This results in a very flexible channel allocation. The distinct difference 
between multiple-slot over single-slot transmission is that one to eight PDCHs can be allocated to 
a single MS simultaneously. Below is an illustration of how a single MS can transmit on two time 
slots within a frame (see Figure 5-20) [FLAM00].
In our simulation settings, a single MS can transmit two or three time slots within the same frame. 
GPRS allows a single MS to transmit data using multiple time slots to increase the transmission 
rate [FLAM00], [CHEN95], [HAMA95], [WANG95]. The detailed multiple-slot concept is 
described in [ETSI97b].
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Figure 5-20: User Transmitting on Two Time Slots Within a Frame
5.5.1.1 Description of Multiple-SIot FIFO Scheduling Scheme
For multiple-slot FIFO scheduling scheme, a central controller is responsible for permitting a user 
to access to more than one time slot at the same time. This central controller will issue messages 
to the first Email users in queue for transmission of the remainder RLC blocks on any available 
time slot.
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As illustrated in Figure 5-21, multiple-slot FIFO scheduling scheme is simulated on time slot 0 
and time slot 1. For this case, the first Email user will be contacted, polled and invited to transmit 
its RLC block by the central controller on time slot 0, time slot 1 and time slot 2. After each RLC 
block is transmitted, in every next transmission, the next user in line will be polled by the central 
controller and will be served by the available time slot (see Figure 5-21).
20 (m sec) 20 (m sec) 20 (m sec)
M S(n) RLC(«+3)
20 (m sec)
20 (m sec)
20 (m sec)
Figure 5-21: Multiple-slot FIFO Scheduling Scheme
5.5.2 Radio Resource Utilisation Performance for Multiple-Slot ScRA 
Technique
This section discusses the simulated results obtained from the multiple-slot ScRA technique. The 
simulation scenario used previously in single-slot ScRA technique is used in this study.
Figure 5-22 compares the average radio resource utilisation achieved for MSScRA_2ch, 
MSScRA_3ch and single-slot ScRA techniques in the three studied traffic scenarios: (a) circuit- 
switched voice with class 1 Email service, (b) circuit-switched voice with class 2 Email service,
(c) circuit-switched voice with class 3 Email service. From Figure 5-22, the three adaptive and 
periodically triggered ScRA techniques achieved greater resource utilisation over the StRA 
technique across all three mixed-services scenarios.
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Figure 5*22: Mean Resource Utilisation Versus Different Techniques for Three Email Classes
5.5.3 Pb Performance for Multiple-Slot ScRA Technique
This section focuses on the blocking probability performance difference between multiple-slot 
ScRA, single-slot ScRA and StRA techniques. Multiple-and single-slot ScRA techniques’ 
blocking probability results are shown in Figure 5-23.
Figure 5-23 demonstrates that the ScRA techniques with/without multiple-slot transmission 
capability perform well in the dynamic voice service setting; this is because the required voice 
QoS are fulfilled and maintained constant throughout the day.
On the other hand, StRA technique’ blocking probability result is shown in Figure 5-24. The 
result revealed that radio resource maybe over catered for the low voice offered load during off 
peak time because the attained blocking probability is zero.
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Tim# (Hour#)
-SSScRA technique -te — MSScRA technique MSScRA_3ch technique
Figure 5-23: Comparison of Pb Between Single-and Multiple-Slot ScRA Techniques (For Class 3)
"S tR A technique (Class 1) —♦— StRA technlqu# (Class 2) StRA tschniqus (Class 3)
Figure 5-24: P* for StRA Technique for all 3 Classes
5.5.4 Delay per Email Session Performance for Multiple-Slot ScRA 
Technique
Figure 5-25 illustrates the delay performances for multiple-slot ScRA and single-slot ScRA 
techniques versus period of a day. There are two interesting outcomes we can gather from these 
results. First, the single-slot ScRA technique is able to maintain a more constant delay throughout 
the day when compared to multiple-slot ScRA technique. Second, it was noticed that the average 
delay obtained from multiple-slot ScRA technique has lower average delay as compared to single­
slot ScRA technique. These results infer that the system can accommodate more data sessions by 
the multiple-slot ScRA technique. The reason for this phenomenon is due to the effects o f
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statistically gain from the M S’s multiple-slot ability. The statistical gain due to the increased 
number of channels results in lower queuing time for packets at the BS. Therefore, employing 
multiple slots per user would decrease the transmission time of a packet.
Time(Houra)
— SSScRA technique MSScRA technique -*-M SScRA_3ch technique
Figure 5-25: Comparison of Delay per Email Session Between Single-and Multiple-Slot ScRA
Techniques (for Class 2)
TVne (Hours)
-♦-SSScRA technique MSScRA technique -*-MSScRA 3ch technique
Figure 5-26: Comparison of Delay per Email Session Between Single-and Multiple-Slot ScRA
Techniques (for Class 3)
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Figure 5-27 shows the delay per Email session for all four simulated schemes. It revealed that 
StRA technique has the highest delay per Email session when compared to the single-slot ScRA, 
multiple-slot ScRA, MSScRA_3ch techniques. This is because the StRA strategy could not adapt 
to the changing pattern of the offered Email service. In fact, the StRA strategy had under utilised 
the resources in the GSM network, whose scarce resources could otherwise be used for data 
transfer. Therefore with the insufficient resource allocated in the GPRS system the StRA scheme 
resulted in highest delay performance amongst all simulated schemes.
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Different Schemes
Figure 5-27: Comparison of Mean Delay per Fmail Session for Three Different ScRA and StRA
Techniques (For all Classes)
5.6 Effect of Scheduling and Blocked-call Strategies Within ScRA 
Technique
The algorithms used for scheduling control have to be simple, fast and easy to implement because 
they must provide low delay and high throughput and should also have the capability to 
implement priority and precedence levels [CAI97], [SAU98]. No doubt, the scheduling scheme 
employed for assigning the free channels to MSs will impact system capacity and MSs QoS 
satisfaction.
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This section extends our analysis by incorporating RR, FIFO scheduling schemes, BCC and BCD 
strategies into the single-slot ScRA technique. We aim to investigate the effect on system 
throughput when different scheduling schemes were employed in the single-slot ScRA technique.
5.6.1 Description of Single-Slot RR Scheduling Technique
Since section 5.4.1.3 had described the single-slot FIFO scheduling technique, this section will 
only present a description of single-slot RR scheduling technique. As shown in Figure 5-28, a 
newly generated Email session would join the shortest queue and each time slot (resource) has a 
separate queue. In case of ties, this Email session would choose the shortest queue from the left. 
In single-slot RR scheduling technique, there is a central controller in each time slot queue. This 
central controller is responsible for permitting users to access the shared time slot.
■JLI
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Email user 9
Email user 13 I
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Email user 10 I
Email user 14 I
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N u m b e r o f  E m ail sessions
Figure 5-28: Single-Slot RR Scheduling Concept
For example, this central controller would issue messages to the Email users in the time slot 
queue so that each user can use the time slot for 20 msec (a RLC block transmission time) for 
each round. An incomplete Email transaction/user would be returned to the time slot queue; and 
the next user in the time slot would be served; at this moment the returned user shall wait for its 
turn to transmit on the time slot again. Finally, if the user had finished its Email transaction, the 
central controller will perform two operations. First, it would invite the Email user next in line to 
transmit on the designed time slot and next, it would trigger the traffic generator for another 
Email arrival into the system. This newly generated user shall join the shortest time slot queue 
and the cycle repeats itself.
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As an illustration, time slot 0 is assigned to N Email users in the queue for data transfer (see 
Figure 5-29). Each Email user is contacted, polled and invited to transmit its RLC block on time 
slot 0 by the central controller. Once each RLC block is transmitted, in every subsequent 
transmission, different users in the line would be polled by the central controller and served.
20 (msec) 20 (msec) 20 (msec) 20 (msec) 20 (msec) 20 (msec)
--------------------►
Tunc
Figure 5-29: RLC Blocks Transmission Based on Single-Slot RR Scheduling Technique
The Email arrival event and resource_scheduling event for the single-slot RR scheduling 
technique are illustrated in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 respectively. Each newly generated Email 
session has its’ own record of arrival time and total number of RLC blocks needed to be 
transmitted. This newly arrived Email record is then placed at the end of the queue. If the radio 
resource (time slot) is free, the function resource_scheduling routine (see Figure 5-12) is invoked. 
When this routine is invoked, the first Email session would be taken out from the time slot queue.
For single-slot RR scheduling technique, every Email user would be served only for one RLC 
block duration and then another user in line is served (see Figure 5-29). After every 20 msec, the 
RLC block counter for this user would be decremented, and the end_resource_run routine (see 
Figure 5-12) is invoked. After every RLC block transmission (20 msec), this RLC block would be 
removed from the time slot occupation and a check is made to see if this user RLC completes its 
Email transaction (needs more radio resource), i.e. if  RLC block counter >0, this user would be 
put back to the time slot queue. Again, resource_scheduling routine (Figure 5-11) is invoked to 
remove the first job from the time slot queue. On the other hand, if  this were the last RLC block 
for the Email transaction, the response time of this Email transaction and statistics would be 
gathered. Subsequently, another Email arrival would be scheduled into the system. Eventually, a 
check is made to see whether the end simulation time has reached. If so, this simulation would 
end and the performance report generated. If the simulation is not over, and if  there are other 
Email users in the queue, the resource_scheduling routine (Figure 5-11) is again invoked. On the 
other hand, if the queue is empty, this time slot will be initialized as idle and the simulation 
continues.
Email user 1 RLC(a)]~Email user 5 RL0(b) j Email user 9 RLC(c)]~Email user 13R LC(d) I Email userl RLC(a+1) ]  Email user 3 RLC(b+l)
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5.6.2 Description of Blocked-Calls Cleared (BCC) and Blocked-Calls 
Delayed (BCD) strategies
In the follow ing, w e explain the BC C  and BC D  strategies. The BCD and BCC strategies are 
im plem ented in G SM  serving circuit-sw itched voice service. In GSM , a dedicated 
com m unications path is set up betw een parties. The advantage o f circuit-sw itching is that once a 
call has been set up, the users o f that path  can then transfer inform ation unaffected by the load on 
the network, and this connection is guaranteed for the entire duration o f that call. F igure 5-30 
maps the BCD strategy arrival routine.
Figure 5-30: Flowchart for Voice Arrival Routine
It is assum ed that there is only one queue in the G SM  netw ork w hen BCD is sim ulated. The 
new ly arrived voice user w ith its attributes o f arrival tim e and service tim e w ill jo in  the end o f the 
queue. Next, the voice tim e slot is checked for its status; w hether it is busy or idle. If  there is no 
tim e slot available, the newly arrived voice service w ill stay in the queue and tim e-out routine is 
invoked. In this study, tim e-out is defined as the tim e difference when voice service arrived in 
queue to the sim ulation tim e w henever tim e-out routine is invoked. F or this study, it is assum ed 
that the system  can tolerate four sets o f tim e-out tim ing, i.e. 0 sec, 5 sec, 10 sec, 15 sec. Basically, 
the tim e-out routine checks if  there is any tim e-out voice users in the queue. If  so, the block-call 
counter will increase in accordance to the num ber o f tim e-out voice users, otherw ise the 
sim ulation continues.
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W ith regards to the BCC strategy, there is no queue to store the voice user. If  there is no tim e slot 
available, the voice user w ill be denied from  the system im m ediately. On the other hand, if  there 
is tim e slot available, the status o f the queue is checked (for BCD); i.e. any job s in the queue? If 
there is no previous voice call in the queue, the newly arrived jo b  w ill be served by this free tim e­
slot, o therw ise the tim e-out routine is invoked. This tim e-out routine checks on the num ber o f 
voice calls that are tim e-out and thus triggers the block-call counter to increase accordingly. 
Subsequently, the tim e slot will serve the first jo b  in the line and departure o f this jo b  will be 
scheduled. U pon departure o f  voice user (see Figure 5-31), the queue status is first checked.
Figure 5-31: Flowchart for Voice Departure Routine
If  there is other user in the queue, this user will be placed on the free tim e slot and consequently 
this tim e slo t will be initialized as busy, else if  there is no voice user in the line, the channel is 
initialised as idle.
5.6.3 Throughput Performance for Single-Slot FIFO ScRA and Single-Slot 
RR ScRA Techniques
This section presents results obtained from  the single-slot FIFO  ScR A  and single-slot RR ScRA 
techniques as described above.
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The simulator is modelled with increasing Email session arrival rate by varying number of Email 
users from 10 to 10000. Figure 5-32 shows the Email throughput results against Email session 
arrival rate per hour. The simulation results showed that system throughput increased with 
increasing Email arrival rate. The result obtained shows there is no significant difference in the 
system throughput performance between single-slot FIFO and single-slot RR scheduling 
techniques.
x 10< Throughput vs Load Increase
Figure 5-32: Throughput Obtained From Single-Slot FIFO Scheduling Technique
It is interesting to note that single-slot FIFO and single-slot RR schemes obtained no significant 
difference in system throughput. W ith regards to the implementation complexity of the scheduling 
algorithm, it is expected that the processing of single-slot FIFO scheduling scheme is less 
complex than single-slot RR scheduling scheme. It is because single-slot FIFO scheme allocates a 
free time slot to the Email session solely based on first in first serves manner. During the 
processing of a user Email session, no other process can have the resource until the first user 
Email session is completely served. Radio resource will only service the next user in line (in 
queue) upon completion of each Email session. Clearly, single-slot RR scheduling technique 
incurs higher computational overhead in assigning and reassigning the resource to each Email 
user. Hence, single-slot FIFO ScRA implementation is easier than single-slot RR ScRA 
technique. But it comes about at the expense of fairness of service distribution for various users. 
Also, the simulated results suggested that single slot FIFO scheduling scheme is a better choice 
than single-slot RR scheduling scheme when the load is low. This is because single-slot FIFO
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ScRA scheme has the same throughput as single-slot RR ScRA scheme albeit with much simpler 
implementation.
5.6.4 Performance Comparison Between Blocked-Calls Cleared (BCC) and 
Blocked-Calls Delayed (BCD) Implemented in ScRA technique
The goal of this section is to illustrate what is the additional throughput attainable by BCD over 
BCC schemes in cases when blocking probability is set at 2% and 3% for three different types of 
simulated scenarios. The three scenarios set up are: (a) three voice channels and 90 sec holding 
time; (b) four voice channels and 160 sec holding time; (c) five voice channels and 250 sec 
holding time.
Figure 5-33 to Figure 5-35 show how the blocking probability varies with increasing number of 
MSs under the BCC and BCD strategies implemented in the single-slot ScRA technique. The 
trend of blocking probability increases when the number of voice call increases indicates that the 
simulation program  was working as desired. For the same amount of load increase system 
employing ScRA technique incorporated with BCD strategy show lower blocking probability and 
higher throughput. This phenomenon is however expected because on finding no channels 
available, BCD calls are allowed to stay in queue before the time-out timing expires.
For easy understanding, three tables are tabulated to illustrate the throughput gain for the three 
studied scenarios.
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Blocking Probability vs Erlang (3 TS)
Erlang
Figure 5-33: Pb for BCD and BCC strategies (Holding Time =90 sec)
Time-out (sec) 0 5 10 15
Remarks
Carried 
traffic 
difference (E)
0.64 0.67 0.70 0.74 Pi, = 2%
0.74 0.77 0.84 0.88 Pb =3%
Percent
increase
Reference 4.47 9.38 15.6 Pb =2%
Reference 4.05 12.8 18.2 Pb =3%
Table 5-2: Holding Time -90  sec, 3 Timeslots
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Blocking Probability vs Erlang (4 TS)
Erlang
Figure 5-34: Pb for BCD and BCC Strategies (holding time =160 sec)
Time-out (sec) 0 5 10 15
Remarks
Carried 
traffic 
difference (E)
1.15 1.195 1.22 1.26 ii to
1.303 1.36 1.4 1.45 =3%
Percent
increase
Reference 3.91 6.09 9.57 ii to $
Reference 5.7 9.7 14.7 II u> vO O'*
Table 5-3: Holding Time -160 sec, 4 Timeslots
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Blocking Probabiity vs Eriang (5 TS)
Figure 5-35: Pb for BCD and BCC Strategies (Holding time =250 sec)
Time-out (sec) 0 5 10 15
Remarks
Carried 
traffic 
difference (E)
1.75 1.80 1.815 1.82 ii to $
1.97 2.07 2.09 2.10 Pb-  3%
Percent
increase
Reference 2.86 3.71 3.85 3s ii to IP
Reference 5.08 6.09 6.60 Pb= 3%
Table 5-4: Holding Time -250 sec, 5 Timeslots
5.7 PacketVoice (PV) Performance Evaluation in GPRS System by 
ScRA Technique
Despite the rapid growth of new packet-switched services launches in mobile communications 
system, many wireless mobile operators still derive their main revenue streams from voice call 
service, which are presently based on circuit-switched based air transmission [SYMS01]. In order 
for operators to capitalize on IP technology advancement, the future conversational speech in the 
mobile environment would need to be transmitted in packets via IP. Instead of occupying the 
radio resource for the entire call duration (circuit-switched based transmission), the future voice 
calls would be transmitting with a sequence of talk spurts (service times, messages), separated by 
silent spurts (idle times) namely PV.
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In this case study, our analysis is extended towards PV service. Objective of this section is to 
make a comparison performance evaluation between the three simulated techniques: (a) StRA, (b) 
single-slot ScRA and, (c) multiple-slot ScRA on two mixed traffic scenarios. The first mixed 
service scenario comprises circuit-switched voice with Email service and this is used as a 
benchmark for performance comparison. And PV calls with Email service form the second mixed 
service scenario for simulation evaluation. As mentioned in section 4.2.2, PV calls can be 
characterised as alternating between two states: talk spurt and silent [BRAD69]. Based on 
[NORM38], the speaker is not talking at all times and the PV voice activity factor can be assumed 
to be 40% of the circuit-switched voice calls. In this study, the PV call voice activity factor is 
simulated. And with reference from [NORM38] the PV holding time are assumed to be 40% of 
the circuit-switched voice holding time. ^
The performance of the simulated techniques in the PV with Email service and circuit-switched 
voice with Email service are compared in three perspectives: (a) radio resource utilisation, (b) 
blocking probability and, (c) delay per Email session. The plots obtained from  circuit-switched 
voice with Email service are extracted from  the previous sections. For the same amount of time- 
variant load for PV calls with Em ail service (Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-6), simulated results are 
obtained and system performances are shown in Figure 5-36 to Figure 5-43.
5.7.1 Performance Evaluation of Radio Resource Utilisation for Different 
Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
For easy explanation of the results, 0800 to 2000 is defined as peak hours and the period between 
2000 to 0800 is named as off peak hours. The radio resource utilisation obtained in the two mixed 
services scenarios is plotted against a typical day (twenty-four sample points) as shown in Figure
5-36. W e noticed that: (a) the ScRA technique with/ without multiple time-slot transmission 
control follow the same pattern for both mixed services scenarios, (b) StRA technique has the 
least radio resource utilisation amongst all simulated techniques for both tested scenario; in 
particular during the off peak hours and, (c) lesser radio resource utilisation is attainable in PV 
with Email services for all simulated techniques. This expected phenomenon can be explained as 
follows. First, the ScRA technique with/without multiple-slot transmission control is adaptive 
towards the two mixed traffic scenarios hence ScRA techniques can attain greater radio resource 
utilisation. Second, since StRA technique channels are statically assigned and exclusively used for 
voice service at all times, there are times that these assigned resources are idling and not been 
utilised at all, consequently this technique attain the least spectral efficiency. Third, lesser radio 
resource utilisation is expected from PV with Email services because of the silence periods in PV. 
This result is reasonable especially PV call is expected to occupy lesser radio resource time.
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Finally, the better spectral efficiency in PV with Email service reveals that higher throughput can 
be carried by the system if circuit-switched voice is replaced by PV calls.
Tim* (Hour*)
-♦-M SScRA(PV&Em ail) - *  SSScRA(PV&Email) StRA(PV&Email)
—X - MSScRA(CS voice&Email) -* -S S S c R A (C S  voioe&Email) StRA(CS voica&Email)
Figure 5-36: Radio Resource Utilisation for all Simulated Techniques
To emphasize that PV with Email services uses lesser radio resource to support the same amount 
of offered load in the system Figure 5-37 is specially plotted. Figure 5-37 demonstrates all the 
three simulated radio resource allocation techniques obtained lesser radio resource utilisation 
when circuit-switched call is replaced by PV. Additionally, it is noted that multiple-slot ScRA 
technique achieved the highest spectral efficiency amongst all simulated schemes. This result is 
understandable and conform to our understanding that if ScRA technique is incorporated with 
multiple-slot transmission control operation, the system can obtain greater capacity data session 
and attain higher radio resource utilisation.
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Figure 5-37: Radio Resource Utilisation for two Different Mixed Services Environment
To observe the results in another perspective, Figure 5-38 is charted. Figure 5-38 aims to show the 
radio resource utilisation difference between PV calls and circuit-switched calls scenarios. 
Extracting the results from above, the radio resource utilisation reduction can be calculated as 
below and the results are plotted in Figure 5-38.
abs(average radio resource utilisation for PVcalls and Email -  average radio resource utilisation for 
circuit-switched calls and Email) (5-2)
From Figure 5-38, we can see that with the same amount of load offered, ScRA technique with 
multiple-slot capability achieved the most radio resource utilisation reduction if CS calls is 
replaced by PV calls. In fact, up to 3.5 % of radio resource utilisation reduction can be attained 
when circuit-switched voice is replaced by PV calls.
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Figure 5-38: Radio Resource Utilisation Reduction for PV Calls & Fmail Service Against Circuit-
Switched Calls & Fmail Service
5.7.2 Delay per Email Session Performance for Different Radio Resource 
Allocation Techniques
The obtained results o f delay per Email session in two different mixed traffic scenarios against 
time (hours) in a particular day is illustrated in Figure 5-39. StRA technique again obtained the 
highest delay amongst all simulated techniques. The StRA technique had under utilised the 
resources in the GSM network that could otherwise be useful for data transfer. Hence, the StRA 
technique resulted in a higher delay performance.
i
3 200
I
J  10°
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS  16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
T im e  (H o u r .)
—• — M SScR A(PV»Em alt) -« -S S S c R A (P V S E m a ll)  SIRA(PVAEmaH)
—*4—MSScR A(C S voIc.&Em all) -W -S S S o R  A(CS voice* Email) StRA(CS votc.SEm all)
Figure 5-39 : Delay per Fmail Session in two Mixed Services Scenarios for three Radio Resource
Allocation Techniques
In addition, Figure 5-40 shows that multiple-slot ScRA technique experienced lesser delay per 
Email session when compared to single-slot ScRA amongst both tested scenarios.
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O lff« r« n t ra d io  ra a o u rca  a llo c a tio n  te c h n iq u e s  
-M S S cR A (P V A E m s ll)  S S ScR A(PV AE m ail) M S S cR A (C 8 votos&Em sN) —N -S S S c R A (C 8  volcsA Em sH)
Figure 5-40: Delay Per Email Session for two ScRA Techniques
Additionally, we also compare and quantify the percentage delay for three radio resource 
allocation techniques between PV calls with Email services and circuit-switched calls with Email 
services scenarios. The results are charted in Figure 5-41 and it revealed that multiple-slot ScRA, 
single-slot ScRA techniques yielded an approximate 0.12% and 0.06% delay per Email session 
difference if circuit-switched call is replaced by PV calls.
Figure 5-41: Delay Difference (%) for PV, Email Services & Circuit-Switched Voice, Email Services
5.7.3 Pb Performance for Different Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
Pb performance over a period o f the day is shown in Figure 5-42 for all simulated techniques 
under the circuit-switched voice with Email service and PV with Email service scenarios The
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important observation from this plot is that:- if  the desired voice QoS is set as 2%, all the 
simulated radio resource allocation techniques did not violate this QoS requirement at any times.
*
0.006  
0.004  
0.002 
0
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
T im *  (H o u r*)
—♦ — M SScR A (P V A E m a ll) S S ScR A(PV AEm ail) StRA(PVA Email)
—*4 -M S S cR A (C S  voice & Em all) - * * - SSScR A(C S volce&Em  ell) S tRA(CS volceA Em all)
Figure 5-42 : Pb for PV, Email Services & Circuit-Switched Voice, Email Services
To illustrate and quantify the Pb difference between the two mixed tested scenarios, Figure 5-43 is 
plotted. It can be seen that the Pb performance difference for PV with Email scenario against 
circuit-switched calls with Email scenarios ranked from highest to lowest as multiple-slot ScRA, 
single-slot ScRA, and StRA.
Figure 5-43: Pb Difference for PV, Email Services & Circuit-Switched Voice, Email Services
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>StRA B S c R A  Cu rren t S c R A  Exp  S c R A  L in e a r
S cen a r io  1 S c en a r io  2 S c e n a r io  3 S cen a r io  4 S cen a r io  S S c e n a r io  6
Figure 6-2 : Max Pt, Vs six Different Traffic Scenarios for four Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
i S t R A  ■ S c R A  C u r r e n t  S c R A  E x p  S c R A  L in e a r
0 . 0 2
S c e n a r io  1 S c e n a r io  2 S c e n a r io  3 S c e n a r io  4 S c e n a r io  5 S c e n a r io  6
Figure 6-3: Mean P* Vs 6 Different Scenarios for four Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
6.2.4 Delay Per Email Session (pdf) for Four Radio Resource Allocation 
Techniques
From another perspective, the pdfs for delay per Email session obtained by four different resource 
allocation techniques is plotted in Figure 6-4. Scenario 6 is set up in situation when GSM and 
GPRS experience unexpected traffic surge.
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5.8 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, we have studied :-
•  the achievable simulated results from our proposed ScRA techniques (without prediction 
scheme) in three aspects: (a) impact of transmission techniques; (b) effect of scheduling 
techniques and; (c) impact of blocked-calls strategies,
•  five variations of ScRA techniques : (a) single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA, (b) multiple-slot 
FIFO BCC ScRA with two transmission capability, (c) multiple-slot FIFO BCC ScRA 
with three channels transmission capability, (d) single-slot RR BCC ScRA, (e) single-slot 
FIFO BCD ScRA techniques.
W e have observed that:-
•  by using our proposed algorithm (section 5.3), the service optimum threshold results 
(“break points”) in the system can be derived.
• the calculated radio resource utilisation gain for single-slot ScRA technique over StRA 
technique was found to be 12%, 23% and 24.5% (section 5.4.2) for class 1, class 2, class 
3 data QoS profile types respectively.
• in addition to the high achievable radio resource utilisation, single-slot ScRA technique 
does not violate the desirable blocking probability at all times (section 5’4.3).
•  StRA technique obtained much higher delay when compared to the single-slot ScRA 
technique (section 5.4.4).
•  multiple-slot ScRA technique has the lowest delay amongst single-slot ScRA and StRA 
techniques, this result infers that higher system throughput can be attained (section 5.5.4),
•  no significant difference in the system throughput performance between single-slot FIFO 
and single-slot RR scheduling techniques (section 5.6.3).
•  Significant throughput gain is achievable when BCD strategy is implemented in single­
slot ScRA technique (section 5.6.4). For example, as high as 4.47% percentage system 
throughput gain is achievable in condition when voice time-slots is 3, voice holding time 
is 90 sec, required blocking probability is 2%, and time-out is 5 sec (table 5-2).
• ScRA technique with multiple-slot capability achieved the most radio resource utilisation 
reduction if CS calls is replaced by PV calls. In fact, up to 3.5 % of radio resource 
utilisation reduction can be attained when circuit-switched voice is replaced by PV calls 
(section 5.7.1).
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•  When compared against StRA technique, multiple-slot ScRA, single-slot ScRA 
techniques yielded an approximate 0.12% and 0.06% delay per Email session difference 
if circuit-switched call is replaced by PV calls (section 5.7.2).
Based on the results, we can draw the following conclusion:-
•  With the attained service optimum threshold results (Figure 5-6), the mobile operator can 
ascertain the potential bottlenecks at any period of time.
•  When the shared resources are scaled appropriately higher radio resource utilisation can
be achieved and required QoSs can be attained at all times.
• Additional services can be admitted satisfactory into the system without demanding for 
additional bandwidth.
• Additional services can be admitted into the system without jeopardizing the existing 
voice QoS.
•  When appropriate scheduling and blocked-calls strategies are incorporated into the
proposed ScRA technique, the system throughput in the future mobile system could be
further increased.
• Simulated results confirmed our belief that ScRA technique can attain higher radio 
resource utilisation over the StRA technique in numerous mixed-service scenarios.
•  Simulation results confirmed that ScRA technique can provide more structured, adaptive 
call admission control in future mobile system.
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Chapter 6
6 ScRA Technique with Predictive Schemes
6.1 Introduction
This chapter investigations structure is Outlined in Figure 6-1. Previous work and results have 
demonstrated that the proposed ScRA technique achieved greater radio resource utilisation over 
the conventional StRA technique in cases when load history databases conform to the real-time 
traffic intensity in the service area. However, in situations when there is unexpected surge or dip 
of traffic conditions in the service area, the real-time load in the integrated network would not 
correlate to the load history database. In such cases, the proposed ScRA technique is not able to 
allocate channels to the services appropriately and high possibility of services QoS will be 
violated.
This chapter proposes a solution to the above challenge. To cope with the real-time traffic 
condition, our study proceeded to incorporate regression prediction schemes into the ScRA 
technique that integrate with/without multiple-slot transmission control operations. W e have 
identified three regression prediction schemes, namely: (a) current regression prediction 
scheme, (b) linear regression prediction scheme and, (c) exponential regression prediction 
scheme.
In specific, we evaluate the performance of the proposed ScRA techniques performances in the 
real-time unexpected changing traffic condition. The extended concept o f ScRA techniques when 
incorporated with regression prediction schemes are tested in six different traffic scenarios.
Second Stage of Research
Transmission Technique Scheduling Techniques With Predictive Schemes
Single-slot
FIFO
Current Regression Prediction Scheme
M ultiple-slot Linear Regression Prediction Scheme
Exponential Regression Prediction Scheme
Figure 6-1: ScRA Techniques Investigations structure
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This chapter can be divided into two broad investigations:
• Application of regression prediction scheme into single-slot ScRA technique.
•  Application of regression prediction scheme into multiple-slot ScRA technique.
6.2 Regression Prediction Scheme in Single-Slot ScRA Technique
This section presents a simulation study in a dynamic mixed-service system using the single-slot
ScRA technique incorporated with regression prediction scheme. The performance of this system
is investigated in three perspectives: (a) radio resource utilisation, (b) blocking probability and,
(c) delay per Email session. ^
6.2.1 Traffic Scenarios Studied
The six different traffic scenarios are:
• Scenario 1: G SM  and GPRS dynamic traffic intensity conforms to the load history
database,
• Scenario 2: GSM  dynamic traffic intensity does not conform  to the load history
database. There is sudden increase of voice services in GSM  network,
• Scenario 3: GSM  dynamic traffic intensity does not conform to the load history
database. There is sudden decrease of voice services in the GSM  network,
•  Scenario 4: GPRS dynamic traffic intensity does not conform  to the load history
database. There is sudden increase of Email service in the network,
• Scenario 5: GPRS dynamic traffic intensity does not conform to the load history
database. There is sudden decrease of Email services in the GPRS network,
•  Scenario 6: The past traffic load history in the GSM  and GPRS HLR database is not an
accurate and credible estimate of the present mixed traffic load.
6.2.2 Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
The four radio resource allocation techniques identified for investigations are:
•  StRA technique,
• Single-Slot ScRA technique incorporated with current value prediction scheme (ScRA
Current),
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•  Single-Slot ScRA technique incorporated with exponential regression prediction scheme 
(ScRA Exp),
•  Single-Slot ScRA technique incorporated with linear regression prediction scheme 
(ScRA Linear).
And the StRA technique is used as a benchmark for performance comparison.
6.2.3 Blocking Probability Performance for Four Radio Resource Allocation 
Techniques
Figure 6-2 is a compilation of results of all the simulated radio resource allocation techniques in 
the traffic scenario stated in section 6.2.1.
These results show that inaccurate load predictions would give rise to inappropriate voice call 
allocations, consequently unbearable voice QoS would occur in the system. For example, when 
there is an unexpected traffic surge condition in the GSM network (i.e. Scenario 2), ScRA 
Current, ScRA Linear, ScRA Exp experienced a maximum Pb of 7.7%, 7.3%, 4.4% respectively. 
This phenomenon can be explained that ScRA Current, having based its resource allocation 
entirely on the load history database was not able to cope with the sudden changing of traffic 
intensity, therefore leading to high Pb occurring in the system. From  the result, ScRA Exp 
performs better than ScRA Current and ScRA Linear because it obtained the lowest Pb in the 
sudden changing traffic scenario in the GSM system. In addition to the maximum Pb shown in 
Figure 6-2, the mean Pb for this case study is also shown in Figure 6-3. Across the six traffic 
scenarios, the mean Pb performance is ranked highest to lowest from ScRA Linear, ScRA Current, 
ScRA Exp, and StRA techniques.
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• S tR A  ■  S c R A  C u rren t S c R A  Exp  S c R A  L in e a r
S cen a r io  1 S c en a r io  2 S c e n a r io  3 S cen a r io  4 S cen a r io  5 S c e n a r io  6
Figure 6-2 : Max P* Vs six Different Traffic Scenarios for four Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
i S t R A  ■ S c R A  C u r r e n t  S c R A  E x p  S c R A  L in e a r
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Figure 6-3: Mean Pb Vs 6 Different Scenarios for four Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
6.2.4 Delay Per Email Session (pdf) for Four Radio Resource Allocation 
Techniques
From another perspective, the pdfs for delay per Email session obtained by four different resource 
allocation techniques is plotted in Figure 6-4. Scenario 6 is set up in situation when GSM and 
GPRS experience unexpected traffic surge.
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From these plots, we observed that: - ScRA Current, ScRA Exp, ScRA Linear has much shorter 
delays as compared to StRA technique. The pdf delay were ranked from the lowest to highest for 
ScRA Current, ScRA Exp, ScRA Linear, StRA technique in Figure 6-4 . As shown below, the 
ScRA Current, ScRA Exp, ScRA Linear, StRA technique have a mean delay o f 30 sec, 65 sec, 57 
sec and 205 sec respectively.
Figure 6-4: Delay per Email session (pdf) for Scenario 6
6.2.5 Radio Resource Utilisation for Four Radio Resource Allocation 
Techniques
Figure 6-5 illustrates that amongst the simulated ScRA techniques; ScRA Current achieved the 
highest resource utilisation in all tested traffic scenarios. However, the ScRA Current experienced 
an undesirable high Pb when there is a sudden change in traffic intensity in GSM network (see 
Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3). When we compare ScRA Linear and ScRA Exp (see Figure 6-5, 
Scenario 1-3), ScRA Linear could optimise the resource more efficiently and effectively. 
However, in scenario 4 to scenario 6, the result shows that ScRA Exp resource usage is similar 
(see Figure 6-5, Scenario 5-6) or even higher (see Figure 6-5, Scenario 4) than ScRA Linear.
Therefore, in order to evaluate which proposed ScRA technique has the best performance, QoS 
for voice service (i.e. Pb,) and QoS for Email session (i.e. delay) must be taken into consideration. 
After the performance criteria is determined, we can then evidently see from Figure 6-2and Figure
6-3 that for all 6 traffic scenarios, ScRA Exp experienced the lowest Pb, On the other hand, in
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terms of QoS for packet switched traffic, ScRA Exp delay performance (see Figure 6-4) is 
comparable to ScRA Linear and ScRA Current.
In light o f the above, ScRA Exp performed the best amongst all proposed ScRA techniques in all 
simulated traffic set-ups.
I StRA ■ ScRA Cirrert ScRA Exp ScRA Linear
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6
Figure 6-5 : Mean Resource Utilisation Vs Six Traffic Scenarios
Next, the resource utilisation gain between the proposed ScRA Exp and StRA techniques were 
investigated and results shown in Figure 6-6. W e observed that ScRA Exp has resource utilisation 
gains over StRA for all 6 traffic scenarios. Up to 0.7% radio resource utilisation gain can be 
attained when ScRA Exp technique against StRA technique can be achieved.
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Resource utilisation (mean) gain between StRA and ScRA  
exponential regression prediction scheme
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Figure 6-6: Resource Utilisation Gain Between ScRA Exp Against StRA Techniques
6.3 Regression Prediction Schemes in Multiple-Slot ScRA Techniques
Previous section investigation had incorporated the prediction regression schemes into the single­
slot ScRA technique [TANG03b] to cope with the sudden change in traffic conditions. In this 
section, we extend the previous investigations for the multiple-slot ScRA technique. For each 
simulations performed, the scenarios and parameters were the same as those described earlier 
except that up to ten radio resource allocation techniques are used in this section.
Since our main objective is to compare the ten simulated radio resource techniques in the sudden 
changing traffic scenarios, for simplicity reason only scenario 6 (refer to 6.2.1) is chosen as an 
illustration for our result analysis.
6.3.1 Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
The ten radio resource allocation techniques are:
• StRA technique,
• Single-Slot ScRA Current technique,
• Single-Slot ScRA Exp technique,
• Single-Slot ScRA Linear technique,
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•  M ultiple-slot ScRA (two channels) incorporated with current prediction scheme 
(MSScRA Current),
• M ultiple-slot ScRA (two channels) incorporated with exponential regression prediction 
scheme (MSScRA Exp),
. . •  M ultiple-slot ScRA (two channels) incorporated with linear regression prediction scheme 
(MSScRA Linear),
•  M ultiple-slot ScRA (three channels) incorporated with current prediction scheme 
(MSScRA_3ch Current),
•  M ultiple-slot ScRA (three channels) incorporated with exponential regression prediction 
scheme (MSScRA_3ch Exp),
•  M ultiple-slot ScRA (three channels) incorporated with linear regression prediction 
scheme (MSScRA_3ch Linear).
6.3.2 Pb for Ten Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
The simulator is modelled with sudden changing traffic in both GSM  and GPRS systems 
(scenario 6) as stated in section 6.2.1.
Figure 6-7 shows a comparison of maximum Pb for ten simulated radio resource allocation 
techniques. The results show that if  the ScRA techniques were incorporated with Current value 
prediction schemes, it would not able to cope with the sudden change of traffic. In fact, the 
maximum Pb had risen to almost 8% for Current value prediction schemes in ScRA, MSScRA, 
and MSScRA_3ch techniques (see Figure 6-7). This is because Current value prediction scheme 
forecasted the future traffic load intensity based entirely on the load history database. On the other 
hand, ScRAJBxp technique obtained the lowest Pb in the sudden changing traffic scenario as 
illustrated in Figure 6-7.
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Perform ance blocking probability (m ax) v* different radio raaourca allocation achama*
Different radio
Figure 6-7 : Pb (Maximum) for ten Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
On the other hand, Figure 6-8 illustrates the mean Pb for all simulated radio resource allocation 
schemes. Therefore, we can conclude from Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 that the exponential 
predictive schemes incorporated in ScRA technique performed best in terms of Pb amongst all 
other simulated techniques when there is sudden changing traffic in both GSM and GPRS 
systems. Interestingly, this result conforms to the preceding section 6.2.3.
Performance of blocking probabflty (mean) vm dlToranl radio nsaource allocation achemse
□ft®rent redo rwourc® al kxartion acheme#
Figure 6-8 :Pb (Mean) for ten Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
6.3.3 Delay per Email Session for Ten Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
The pdfs for delay per Email session obtained from the ten radio resource allocation techniques 
are demonstrated in Figure 6-9. The main highlight is that StRA technique has the worst delay
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performance for Email transaction, implying that StRA technique could not adapt to the changing 
traffic condition at all.
Delay (seconds)
Figure 6-9 : Delay per Email Session (pdf) for ten Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
In another perspective, Figure 6-10 demonstrates the mean delay per Email session for all the 
tested resource allocation techniques. The purpose o f this figure is to compare the ten resource 
techniques in terms of delay. The entire range of simulated radio resource allocation techniques 
were ranked in ascending order of mean delay per Email session performance:- 
MSScRA3ch_Current, MSScRA_Current, ScRA_Current, MSScRA3ch_Linear, 
MSScRA_Linear, ScRA_Linear, MSScRA3ch_Exp, MSScRA_Exp, ScRA_Exp, StRA. Again, 
this result revealed that StRA technique could not adapt to the changing traffic condition. Hence, 
considering that MSScRA3ch technique achieved the lowest delay performance it is reasonable to 
assume that higher throughput can be accommodated into the system.
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Delay per email session (mean) vs dfferent radio resource utilization schemes
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Figure 6-10: Mean Delay per Fmail Session (sec) for ten Radio Resource Allocation Techniques
6.3.4 Radio Resource Utilisation for Ten Radio Resource Allocation 
Techniques
The radio resource utilisation performances for ten radio resource utilisation techniques were 
compared in Figure 6-11. It is evident that all the simulated ScRA techniques outperformed the 
StRA technique again. No doubt, the entire range of simulated radio resource allocation 
techniques were ranked in ascending order o f radio resource utilisation performance: StRA, 
MSScRA_Exp, ScRA_Exp, MSScRA3ch_Exp, ScRAJLinear, MSScRA3ch_Linear, 
MSScRA_Linear, MSScRA3ch_Current, MSScRA_Current, ScRA_Current (see Figure 6-11). 
An important and interesting phenomenon is that the nine predictive ScRA techniques achieved 
similar radio resource utilisation.
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Radio raaourca Utll!zatlon(mean) vs different radio resource allocation schemes
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Figure 6-11: Radio Resource Utilisation for ten Resource Allocation Techniques
6.4 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, we have:-
•  proposed a solution in ScRA technique to cope with the real-time changing traffic 
condition,
•  proceeded in incorporating regression prediction schemes into the single-slot ScRA and 
multiple-slot ScRA techniques. The three prediction schemes identified are: (a) current 
regression prediction scheme; (b) linear regression prediction scheme and; (c) exponential 
regression prediction scheme,
•  studied up to ten radio resource allocation techniques behaviour in six different traffic 
scenarios,
•  determined which proposed predictive ScRA technique has the best performance; with 
the criteria that radio resource utilisation must be optimised and QoS for voice service 
(i.e. Pb) and QoS for Email session (i.e. delay) must be satisfied.
We have observed and analysed from the results that:-
•  ScRA Current, ScRA Exp, ScRA Linear technique has much shorter delays as compared 
to StRA technique (section 6.2.4),
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•  ScRA Exp technique delay performance (section 6.2.4) is comparable to ScRA Linear 
and ScRA Current technique,
•  ScRA Exp technique performed the lowest in blocking probability amongst ten simulated 
techniques (section 6.3.2),
•  ScRA Exp technique yields as high as 0.7%  radio resource utilisation gain when 
compared against StRA technique (section 6.2.5),
•  MSScRA_3ch Exp experiences the lowest delay performance amongst ten radio resource 
allocation technique (section 6.3.3),
• radio resource utilisation achievable by nine predictive ScRA techniques is similar 
(section 6.3.4).
Based on the results, we can draw the following conclusions:-
•  inaccurate load predictions give rise to inappropriate voice call allocations, consequently 
unbearable voice QoS occurs in the system. For example, when there is an unexpected 
traffic surge condition in the GSM network (i.e. section 6.2.3, Figure 6-2, Scenario 2), 
ScRA Current, ScRA Linear experiences a maximum Pb o f 7.7%  and 7.3%respectively,
• the proposed ScRA technique if incorporated with appropriate predictive scheme can 
perform better than the traditional StRA technique; even in the sudden changing traffic 
conditions,
•  exponential regression prediction scheme performance is the best amongst the three 
predictive schemes,
• most importantly, this chapter showed that ScRA technique has developed into a 
proactive, adaptive, dynamic technique that can satisfy QoSs whilst optimise radio 
resource in the unexpected changing mixed services conditions.
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Chapter 7
7 ScRA Technique for Multiple-Service and 
Multiple-Carrier
7.1 Application of ScRA Technique in Dynamic Multiple-Service 
Mobile System
In contrast to the previous chapter investigations, three more services were incorporated in our 
study. In this chapter, our study comprises of circuit-switched voice calls, W W W , Email, Mobitex 
and Railway services. This chapter details, presents and analyses the simulation results based on 
the following three investigation objectives and shown in Table 7-1.
Techniques
Single-
Carrier
Multiple-
Carrier
Three-Service Mobile 
System
Five-Service Mobile 
System
Case Study 
1 ScRA, StRA X - X -
Case Study 
2 ScRA X X X -
Case Study 
3 ScRA, StRA X - - X
Table 7-1: Investigation Scenarios
1. Single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA and StRA techniques performances were compared in the 
three dynamic services mobile environment, four performance measures like throughput, 
radio resource utilisation, blocking probability, radio per RLC blocks are considered;
2. Single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique performances were evaluated in the three 
dynamic services mobile environment between multiple-carrier and single-carrier 
scenario;
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• Determine traffic gain (i.e. throughput) when a three-service mobile system is 
supported by multiple-carrier instead of single carrier. In this study, two carriers 
were depicted as multiple-carrier.
3. Single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA and StRA techniques performances were compared in 
the five dynamic services mobile environment, four performance measures like 
throughput, radio resource utilisation, blocking probability, radio per RLC blocks are 
considered.
7.2 ScRA Technique in Multiple-Service Environment
To assess the single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique in the multiple-service mobile system four 
C++ routines were designed. They are namely: (a) service arrival routine, (b) arrival routine, 
(c) job routine and (d) server routine (see Table 7-2). Service arrival routine aims to generate 
all the services arrival when simulation starts. The composition of the three case study for each 
service follows in Table 7-4. And each service arrival rates in case study 1, case study 2 and case 
study 3 vary in accordance to Table 7-5 and Table 7-6. When each service arrived into the system, 
the appropriate random generator routine would be called and random holding time for each 
service would be generated in arrival routine. Along with the arrival routine process, job 
routine is activated to “split” the service holding time into sequence of number of RLC blocks 
(for data services only). The number of RLC blocks is directly dependent on the CS used. There 
are four CSs in GPRS as detailed in section 4.1.4, and CS 1 is employed in our simulation as an 
example.
After the service session is “chopped” into sequence of RLC blocks, these RLC blocks are then 
assigned to the data or data/voice queues based on the time of service arrival. As the name 
implies, data/voice queue is packed with the voice and data services. The attributes of these RLC 
blocks include time of arrival, session ID, service types and service priority. In the data/voice 
queue, the attributes for the RLC blocks are the same but voice service priority precedes all data 
services in line. If after the RLC block was served by the assigned voice channel and there is no 
sign of voice call generated into the system, the next RLC block in the line would be served. Else 
if there is voice call entering the system but at that moment, this time slot is serving the data 
services, this newly arrived voice call would precede all data services in the line, and will snatch 
up this time slot/ channel in the next time step (which is the served RLC release time). At this 
moment, if this data service session has not been served completely, it would be put back to time 
slot queue (and the number of RLC blocks would be decremented by one). Else if this service
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session has finished transmission, the statistics would be collected according. Figure 7-1 is drawn 
to illustrate the voice/data queue operation.
Routine
(a) Service 
arrival
(Purpose)
To generate services into system
Voice Call WWW Email Mobitex Railway
Parameters Voice call 
Arrival 
Routine 
(Poisson 
Distributed)
W W W  Arrival 
Routine
(Poisson
Distributed)
Email Arrival 
Routine
(Poisson
Distributed)
Mobitex
Arrival
Routine
(Poisson
Distributed)
Railway
Arrival
Routine
(Poisson
Distributed)
(b) Arrival 
(Purpose)
To generate the holding time of each services
Parameters Holding Time
(Exponential
Distributed)
Reading Time 
(Geometrical 
Distributed), 
number of 
Packet calls per 
Session 
(Geometrical 
Distributed), 
packet size 
(Pareto 
Distributed)
Message Sizes 
(Cauchy 
Distributed)
Message
Length
(Negative
Exponential
Distributed)
Message
Length
(Uniform
Distributed)
(c) Job 
(Purpose)
Break the generated message length into number of RLC blocks and assigned each to
the queue
Parameters CS 1 used CS 1 used CS 1 used CS 1 used
(d) Server 
(Purpose)
Based on the available channel, served the queue (RLC blocks) based on FIFO basis
Table 7-2: Overview of C++ routines concept
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Figure 7-1 : Data/Voice Queue Operation
On the other hand, when there is no voice call entering the system, and no RLC blocks in line, this 
“voice” time slot would be left idle, waiting for the next voice or data service arrival. In our 
simulator, the server routine acts as the master routine to service the RLC blocks in both 
voice/data and data only queues. All the data services RLC blocks have attributes o f service type, 
arrival time, session ID and priority and it is arranged in accordance to the time of arrival and 
session ID and they are served by the time slot based on FIFO single-slot scheduling operation. 
Figure 7-2 illustrates the data queue operation and its process is explained as follows.
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o o o Dataqueue
Rail data^qjjpue Q Q
•009
WWW d ^ a  q  0 0 ©
Time 
Slot 1
Time 
Slot n
Figure 7-2 : Data Queue Operation
Data services arrive with exponentially inter-arrival time with requirements listed in the Table 7-5 
and Table 7-6. All these services sessions RLC blocks are arranged in the data queue based on 
time of arrival as demonstrated in Figure 7-2. The above Figure 7-2 illustrates two scenarios.
1. After the services session RLC blocks arrived, these services would be split into its 
service type queue (i.e. WWW, Email, Mobitex, Railway) for each time slot (shown in 
Figure 7-2). Each service type queue consists o f the specific session ID RLC blocks for 
each service type. For example, if  the time slot 1 had served a particular RLC block (from 
WWW session ID one), the whole WWW session RLC blocks would be chosen out from 
the data queue and would be arranged in the WWW data queue (in accordance of arrival 
time). As shown in the time slot 1, each WWW, Email, Mobitex and Railway queues 
would arrange the RLC block in accordance to the time of arrivals. These RLC blocks for 
each service session would be served based on FIFO single-slot basis (between different 
services in the queue) for each time slot until the entire service session has completed 
transmission, then the next in line RLC blocks for this service would be invited to enter 
the service type queue.
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2. If RLC blocks arrival times in the service queues are the same, the RLC block with the 
highest priority would snatch the free time slot (as illustrated by time slot 1 operation). 
Table 7-6 illustrates the service prioritisation in our simulation study.
In addition, Table 7-3 is charted to illustrate the simulator input and output parameters.
Input Parameters
Simulation Run Time 1 Hour
Radio Resource 
Attributes
Carrier ID, 
Channel ID, 
Queue ID
Service Attributes Priority, Service Type, 
Queue Type, Session ID
Arrival Service Sessions 
Generation
See below for Different 
Traffic Models 
Reference and 
Parameters
Coding Scheme (CS) CS 1 applied 
(181 bits/RLC Block)
Arrived RLC Blocks for 
Different Services
WWW, Email, Mobitex, 
Railway
Transmitted RLC 
Blocks for Different 
Services
WWW, Email, Mobitex, 
Railway
Output parameters
Arrived RLC Blocks for 
Each Service
WWW, Email, Mobitex, 
Railway
Transmitted RLC blocks 
for Each Service
WWW, Email, Mobitex, 
Railway
Number of Voice Calls -
Number of Blocked 
Calls
“
Total Number of Each 
Service Sessions
WWW, Email, Mobitex, 
Railway
Table 7-3: Simulator Input and Output Parameters
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7.2.1 Studied Traffic
Two mixed traffic scenarios were studied:
•  Three multiple-service comprising voice calls (circuit-switched), Email, WWW. In the 
first mixed traffic scenario (see Table 7-4, Table 7-5), each W W W  and Email services 
contributed 50% of the total data service and the offered voice calls load intensity is 
dynamic and its load traces in accordance to [ALME99].
•  Five multiple-service comprising voice calls (circuit-switched), Email, WWW, Mobitex, 
and Railway. In the second traffic scenario (see Table 7-4, Table 7-6), the offered voice 
calls load intensity is also dynanlfc and follows the traces of [ALME99]. It is assumed 
that the data service contribution of Email, W W W , Railway, Mobitex services are 
respectively 32%, 32%, 12%, 12%. A summary of the two simulated mixed-service 
scenarios is shown below.
Voice calls Email W W W Railway Mobitex
Three-Service 
Mobile System
(Case Study 1 
and
Case Study 2)
Accordance to 
[ALM E 99]
50% 50% - -
Five-Service 
Mobile System
(Case Study 3)
Accordance to 
[ALM E99] 32% 32% 12% 12%
Table 7-4: Two Mixed Services Scenarios
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The system performances were evaluated with increasing arrival rate for data sessions in 
accordance to the table below:
x-axis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Arrival rate 
(sessions/hour)
For WWW
36 72 144 288 514 1028 1800
Offered
WWW
(bits/sec)
5017.58 9600.97 19081.54 35297.13 67190.61 116208.4 231594.1
Arrival rate 
(sessions/hour)
For Email
36 72 144 288 514 1028 1800
Offered Email 
(bits/sec)
223.38 450.71 926.07 1769.16 3602.84 6075.7 12298.31
Total Offered 
data services 
(bits/sec)
5240.96 10051.68 20007.61 37066.29 70793.45 122284.1 243892.41
Voice arrival 
rate
(24 hours)
Accordance
to
[ALME99]
Accordance
to
[ALME99]
Accordance
to
[ALME99]
Accordance
to
[ALME99]
Accordance
to
[ALME99]
Accordance
to
[ALME99]
Accordance
to
[ALME99]
Table 7-5: Increasing Arrival Rate for Three-Service System using Single-and Multiple- Carrier
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xaxis 1 2 3 4 5 6
Arrival rate 
(sessions/hour)
For WWW
36 72 144 288 514 1028
Offered WWW (bits/sec) 5639.22 9148.52 18970.17 34696.32 69107.73 115178.2
Arrival rate 
(sessions/liour)
For Email
36 72 144 288 514 1028
Offered Email (bits/sec) 246.271 496.55 993.155 1686.11 3628.17 6174.733
Arrival rate 
(sessions/liour)
For Mobitex
14 27 54 108 193 386
Offered Mobitex (bits/sec) 16.61 31778 56.16 105.71 194.14 348.51
Arrival rate 
(sessions/liour)
For Railway
14 27 54 108 193 386
Offered Railway (bits/sec) 16.61 23.12 49.7 87.85 175.45 314.7
Voice arrival rate 
(24 hours)
Accordance to 
[ALME99]
Accordance to 
[ALME99]
Accordance to 
[ALME99]
Accordance to 
[ALME99]
Accordance to 
[ALME99]
Accordance to 
[ALME99]
Table 7-6: Increasing Arrival Rate for Five Services Mobile System
In this study, we consider the FIFO single-slot scheduling operation for all data service types in 
the data queues for simplicity reason. Except for voice calls service, voice call service is always 
given priority over the data services and would be served right away. In our study, the priority for 
different call type order for scenario 1 and scenario 2 is:
Prioritisation Order
Three-Service Case Study Voice-calls, WWW, Email
Five-Service Case Study Voice-calls, WWW, Email, Mobitex, Railway
Table 7-7: Priority Order for Different Call Type
7.2.2 Description of Traffic Models
The initiation of services into the system is a random process and is assumed to be of Poisson 
distribution. Circuit-switched voice calls are modelled with the exponential call duration of an 
average of 120 sec. The W W W  traffic model follows a Pareto burst distribution (a= 1.1 and {3= 
81.5) with maximum burst size of 66666 bytes. The average burst size of W W W  browsing is 480 
bytes. The Email traffic model would transmit email message of sizes that follows a Cauchy 
distribution function with a maximum message size of 10 Kbytes. The Mobitex model has a 
uniform distribution for downlink traffic load parameterized as 115 ± 57 bytes. Railway service is 
modelled with a negative exponential distribution and has been proposed for the modelling of
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Railway service application with a mean message length of 170 bytes. The reader may refer to 
section 4.2 for details of our traffic model characteristics and references. Four perspectives of 
performance measures were investigated; radio resource utilisation, delay per RLC block, 
throughput and blocking probability. Definitions of these performance measures can be found in 
section 4.5.
7.3 Application of ScRA Technique to a Three-Service Mobile System
7.3.1 Performance of Single-Slot FIFO BCC ScRA and StRA Techniques 
Using a Single-Carrier
7.3.1.1 Radio Resource Utilisation
Figure 7-3 illustrates a comparison of radio resource utilisation between single-slot FIFO BCC 
ScRA and StRA techniques as a function of increasing load arrival rate. At each point in the x- 
axis, the offered load in the system increases proportionally according to the percentage ratio as 
stated in Table 7-4 and Table 7-5. Each x-axis point demonstrates the results obtained from  a 
simulator running for a period of 24 hours and voice service traces in accordance to [ALME99]. 
When the offered data arrival rate is low, the difference in radio resource utilisation obtained from 
single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA and StRA techniques is insignificant. This is because the amount of 
offered data services in the system is too little to generate any positive radio resource utilisation 
gain for single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique. However, when the data arrival rate increases, it 
is evident that single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique achieves greater radio resource utilisation 
over the StRA technique on x-axis Point 3 onwards in Figure 7-3.
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Increasing arrival rate In accordance to table 7-5 
—♦ —StRA —• —ScRA
Figure 7-3: Radio Resource Utilisation
To zoom in the radio resource utilisation results in the lower range. Evidently, after Point 3 in x -  
axis, the radio resource utilisation gain by ScRA technique is revealed. Numerically, the radio 
resource utilisation gain can be tabulated below in Table 7-8.
x-axis 1 2 3 4
Radio Resource 
Utilisation
Difference
0.0003 0.0001 0.0036 0.0832
Radio Resource 
Utilisation (%)
Difference
0.03 0.001 0.36 8.32
Table 7-8: Radio Resource Utilisation Gain for ScRA against StRA Techniques
Implications of these results are:
•  Results conform to our hypothesis that single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique is an
attractive and more spectral efficient technique in a high volume diverse traffic
mobile system.
§ If the offered load in the system is low, single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique may
not be an attractive technique because of its higher computational loading in the
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system. However when the offered data load is high, single-slot FIFO ScRA 
technique is a desirable RRM technique to be employed.
•  Results revealed that more throughputs can be attained by the single-slot FIFO BCC 
ScRA technique over StRA technique; this is because of the high spectral efficiency 
achieved by single-slot FIFO ScRA technique in Table 7-8. In fact, we have further 
our analysis and investigate the additional throughput in section 7.3.1.2.
7.3.1.2 Throughput
Figure 7-4 to Figure 7-5 illustrate the system throughput obtained from single-slot FIFO BCC 
ScRA and StRA techniques for WWW and Email services respectively. In Figure 7-4, the x-axis 
presents the increasing WWW arrival rate in terms of bits/sec and this increasing arrival rate is in 
accordance to the Table 7-4 and Table 7-5,On the other hand, the y-axis presents the WWW 
throughput in the system for single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA and StRA techniques. From Figure 7-4, 
it is evident that the single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique achieved greater throughput than 
StRA technique. This result indeed agrees to the hypothesis stated in section 7.3.1:- that system 
employing single-slot FIFO ScRA technique can accommodate higher throughput.
Increasing arrival rate In accordance to table 7-5
- ♦ “ StRA-W W W  « ■ * -ScRA-W W W
Figure 7-4: System Throughput for WWW between ScRA and StRA techniques
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There are two implications from  these results obtained. Firstly, we observe that the system 
throughput difference between single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA and StRA techniques for W W W  
service increases after the W W W  arrival rate is about 20 Kbits/sec. To investigate the throughput 
difference in greater details, Table 7-9 is tabulated. It is shown that when the WWW arrival rate is 
below l,9Kbits/sec, the throughput difference between ScRA and StRA techniques is about 2.8%. 
However, when the arrival rate reaches approximate 35 Kbits/sec, the ScRA technique can attain 
the throughput difference as high as 27.663%. Secondly, the system throughput increases very 
gradually when the arrival rate reaches 67 Kbits/sec.
WWW arrival rate 
(bits/sec)
5017.58 9600.97 19081.54 35297.13
WWW throughput 
gain by ScRA 
(bits/sec)
1.0914 5.2792 454.5111 7016.2136
WWW throughput 
gain by ScRA (%)
0.0218 0.0551 2.8305 27.663
Table 7-9: WWW throughput gain for ScRA against StRA Techniques
In Figure 7-5, the x-axis presents the increasing Email arrival rate in terms of bits/sec and this 
increasing arrival rate is in accordance to the Table 7-4 and Table 7-5. On the other hand, the y- 
axis presents the Email throughput in the system for single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA and StRA 
techniques. Clearly the Email throughput obtained from single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA is higher 
than StRA technique. It is observed that when the Email arrival rate is 926 bits/sec, the system 
throughput gain for ScRA against StRA technique is 0.6%. In fact the system throughput gain can 
yield as high as 27.44% system when the Email arrival rate increases to 1769 bits/sec (see Table 
7-10) for ScRA technique.
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Increasing arrival rate (blta/sec) 
■♦—StRA-Email *  ScRA-Email
Figure 7-5: System throughput for Email service between ScRA and StRA techniques
E m a i l  a r r i v a l  ra te
(bits/sec)
2 2 3 .3 8 4 5 0 .7 1 9 2 6 .0 7 1 7 6 9 .1 6
E m a i l  th r o u g h p u t  
g a in  b y  S c R A  
(bits/sec)
0.000 0.1425 5.6311 388.7981
E m a i l  th r o u g h p u t  
g a in  b y  S c R A  ( % )
0 0.0316 0.62% 27.4483
Table 7-10: Email throughput gain between ScRA and StRA Techniques
7.3.1.3 Delay per RLC
The two sections above explored the radio resource utilisation gain and throughput gain for 
single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique against StRA technique. In this section, we investigate the 
delay per RLC behaviour for Email and WWW services. Simulated results are illustrated in 
Figure 7-6 to Figure 7-9 and these plots demonstrate that single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique 
achieves lower delay per RLC block for both Email and WWW services. The superior delay 
performance attainable by single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique is because it allocates radio 
resource adaptively in accordance to the actual load demand.
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Increasing WWW arrival rate (blte/eec)
- •-S tR A -W W W  —«-ScRA-W W W
Figure 7-6: Delay per RLC block for WWW services
To investigate the delay per RLC block for WWW service in the range of interest (below 350 sec 
delay per RLC block), Figure 7-7 is plotted. It can be seen that when the WWW arrival rate 
reaches 35 Kbits/sec, the percentage difference for delay between ScRA and StRA techniques can 
be as high as 57.4% (see Table 7-11).
-♦ -S tR A -W W W  ScRA-WWW
Figure 7-7: Delay per RLC for ScRA and StRA Techniques -WWW
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WWW arrival rate
(bits/sec)
5017.58 9600.97 19081.54 35297.13
Delay Per RLC by 
StRA (sec)
6.33 6.83 18.91 318.55
Delay Per RLC by 
ScRA (sec)
4.65 5.77 11.99 134.62
Percent Difference for 
Delay Per RLC (%)
26.54 15.52 36.59 57.74
Table 7-ll:W W W  delay per RLC block between ScRA and StRA Techniques
Figure 7-8 illustrates the delay per RLC block for Email service as a function o f Email arrival rate 
in terms of bits/sec. The Email service delay per RLC block behaves similar to WWW service as
the ScRA technique obtained lesser delay per RLC block as shown in Figure 7-8.
Increasing Email arrival rate (blts/sec)
•  StRA-Email ScRA-Email
Figure 7-8: Delay Per RLC Block for Email
To zoom in to the area of interest, Figure 7-9 is plotted between delay intervals o f 0 to 300 sec. It 
can be seen that the delay per RLC block percentage difference for ScRA against StRA 
techniques reaches as high as 57.4% when the arrival rate is 1769 bits/sec.
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—»'■ StRA-Emall —•-ScR A -Em ail
Figure 7-9: Delay per RLC between ScRA & StRA Techniques -Email
Email arrival rate
(bits/sec)
223.38 450.71 926.07 1769.16
Delay Per RLC by 
StRA (sec)
1.52 3.45 13.48 259.5
Delay Per RLC by 
ScRA (sec)
1.03 2.15 7.92 110.36
Percent Difference for 
Delay Per RLC (%)
32.24 37.68 41.43 57.5
Table 7-12: Email delay per RLC block between ScRA and StRA Techniques
7.3.1.4 Blocking Probability (P b)
Blocking Probability is the ratio of the number of blocked calls divided by the number of total 
offered voice calls. In this study, number of block call is defined when all attempted calls are not 
connected. The reason for the non-connections is when all assigned voice radio resources in the 
system are in use.
As mentioned in [SYMS01], the mobile operators still derive their main revenue from voice calls 
despite the packet-switched services supported by the future mobile system is expected to
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increase. In line of this rationale, all our proposed ScRA techniques must consider voice QoS as 
the most important QoS criteria to be met at all times in the mobile system.
Till this point, we have demonstrated that (a) single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique is more 
spectral efficient in the mixed services environment (section 7.3.1.1), (b) single-slot FIFO BCC 
ScRA technique achieved greater throughput than StRA technique (section 7.3.1.2), (c) single-slot 
FIFO BCC ScRA technique achieves lower the delay per RLC block for both Email and WWW 
services (section 7.3.1.3). This section objective is to verify that our ScRA technique performs 
well with the consideration of not violating the voice QoSs in mind. Our results in Figure 7-10 
confirm this requirement.
- ♦ - S tR A  —• —ScRA
Figure 7-10: Blocking Probability
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7.3.2 Comparison Performance of Single-Slot FIFO BCC ScRA 
Technique in Three-Service Mobile System Supported By Single- 
and Multiple-Carrier
7.3.2.1 Radio Resource Utilisation
In addition to the investigation of radio resource utilisation difference between single-slot FIFO 
BCC ScRA and StRA techniques in a single-carrier scenario; we further analyse the system 
behaviour when the system is supported by multiple-carrier.
Figure 7-11 shows the radio resource utilisation for single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique in a 
three services scenario by using multiple-and single earner as a function of increasing traffic 
arrival rate. At each point at the x-axis, the offered traffic in the system increases proportionally 
according to the percentage ratio mentioned above in Table 7-5 above. Each x-axis point 
illustrates that the simulator is running for a period of 24 hours and the voice service traces is in 
accordance to [ALME99].
There are few important observations that can be obtained from  Figure 7-11. Firstly, when the 
system load is low, the single carrier and multiple carrier (i.e. radio resource) are sufficient to 
support the offered load in the system, in fact the multiple carrier radio resource is surplus, hence 
when the same load is offered to a system with single and then multiple carrier, it is not difficult 
to understand why single earner scenario achieved higher radio resource utilisation as compared 
to multiple carrier scenario. This is because in the case of single-carrier scenario; with the same 
amount of load and lesser resource would result in more radio resource utilisation. Hence, the 
single-carrier system achieved higher radio resource utilisation over multiple-carrier system.
On the other hand, at high offered traffic, along x-axis between Point 5 and Point 6 in Figure 7-11 
(see Table 7-5 for arrival rate), the multiple-carrier system has higher radio resource utilisation 
over single-carrier system. This phenomenon is reasonable and interesting and can be explained 
as below:
• single-carrier system traffic load is optimised along x-axis between Point 5 and Point 6 
and can no longer accommodate anymore traffic,
• system supported by multiple-carrier can accommodate more traffic thus leading to 
greater radio resource utilisation over single-carrier system. This phenomenon can be 
seen at Figure 7-11 along x-axis between Point 5 and Point 6,
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Eventually, these results imply that higher throughput is expected when the system is equipped 
with multiple carriers. To explore the additional throughput that can be accommodated for 
multiple-carrier system over single-carrier system, we have further our investigations in section 
7.3.2.3
Increasing arrival rate in accordance to table 7-5 
♦  ScRA (single carrier) -^^ScRA(multlple carrier)
Figure 7-11: Radio Resource Utilisation Between ScRA in Single-and Multiple-Carrier
1 .3 .2 .2  Delay per RLC Block
This section further analyse the system behaviour in section 7.3.2. Particularly, we compare the 
delay per RLC block performance for single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique in a multiple- and 
single-carrier scenario (see Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-13). As expected, these results show that the 
delay for WWW in Figure 7-12and Email in Figure 7-13 are obtaining much lesser in multiple- 
carrier system against single-carrier system. This is because more radio resource is available to 
serve the same amount o f traffic, resulted to that lesser delay performance is obtained for multiple 
carrier system. Again, in light o f this the result implies that additional throughput can be 
accommodated in the multiple-carrier system against single-carrier system. This analysis would 
be detailed in section 7.3.2.3.
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Increasing WWW arrival rate In accordance to table 7-6
•  ScRA-W W W  (single carrier) — ScRA-W W W  (multiple carrier)
Figure 7-12: Delay Per RLC Block for ScRA Technique Single-and Multiple-Carrier
The delay percentage are derived and displayed in Table 7-13 and it can be seen that the delay 
difference percentage increases gradually from 68.27% to 98.95%.
WWW arrival rate (bits/sec) 5017.57 9600.97 19229.75 35297.13
ScRA delay per RLC block (sec)- single carrier 4.65 5.77 11.99 134.62
ScRA delay per RLC block (sec)- multiple carrier 1.47 1.50 1.69 1.41
Delay difference (sec) 3.17 4.26 10.31 133.21
Percentage Difference (%) 68.27 73.97 85.94 98.95
Table 7-13: WWW delay per RLC Block statistics
In another aspect, we investigate the delay per RLC block for Email service and our obtained 
result is displayed in Figure 7-13. When we compare the delay performance between ScRA and 
StRA techniques, ScRA technique achieves lesser delay performance. When we look into the 
delay for RLC blocks in the range o f interest in Table 7-14 the delay difference percentage for 
multiple carrier system against single-carrier system increases gradually from 81.76% to 99.10%.
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Increasing Email Arrival Rate (bita/sec)
'ScRA-Email(singlecarrier) — ScRA-Email (multiple carrier)
Figure 7-13: Delay Per RLC Block for Fmail
Email arrival rate
(bits/sec)
22338 450.71 926.32 1769.16
ScRA Delay per RLC 
block (sec)- single carrier
1.03 2.15 7.92 110.36
ScRA delay per RLC 
block (sec)- multiple 
carrier
0.19 0.34 0.66 0.99
Delay difference (sec) 0.84 1.81 7.26 109.37
Percentage Difference
(%)
81.76 84.01 91.66 99.10
Table 7-14: Email Delay Per RLC Block statistics
7.3.2.3 Throughput
Figure 7-14 exhibits the system throughput obtained from single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA by single- 
and multiple carriers for WWW and Email services respectively.
This section objective is to verify the hypothesis stated in section 7.3.2.2 with regards that single­
slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique would achieve greater throughput when system is supported by 
multiple-carrier system. Our achieved results indeed agreed to this hypothesis.
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From Figure 7-14 to Figure 7-15, we observed that when more resource is offered to the same 
amount of load in the system, more system throughput can be accommodated. In order to 
investigate the system saturation point for multiple and single-carrier system, more arrival rate is 
fed into the simulator in order for us to observe the system throughput. Interestingly, it is 
demonstrated in Figure 7-14 that for multiple carrier system, the system throughput reached a 
saturation throughput at later at W W W  arrival rate of 116 Kbits/sec. On the other hand, the 
single-carrier system throughput saturates at 35 Kbits/sec.
Increasing WWW arrival rate (bHa/eec)
•  ScRA-W W W (single carrier) — ScRA-W W W  (multiple carrier)
Figure 7-14: WWW Throughput for Single-Slot FIFO BCC ScRA Technique by Multiple and Single-
Carrier
On the other hand, the system throughput obtained for Email services between multiple-and single 
carrier system is plotted in Figure 7-15. It can also be seen that the system operating with multiple 
carrier achieved greater throughput as compared to single-carrier system. One interesting 
phenomenon is that there is no difference in system throughput when the arrival rate is 1.8 
Kbits/sec and below (see Figure 7-15). This is because the arrival rate is too low and the single- 
and multiple-carrier can support almost all the arrived Email packets.
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Increasing Email arrival rate (blte/eec)
— ScRA-Email(slngle carrier) —• — ScRA-Email (multiple carrier)
Figure 7-15: Fmail Throughput for Single-Slot FIFO BCC ScRA Technique by Multiple-and Single-
Carrier
7.3.2.4 Blocking Probability
In this section, we showed that the system supported by both single-carrier and multiple-carrier 
did not violate the desirable 2 % blocking probability at any times (see Figure 7-16).
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In c r e a s in g  a r r iv a l  r a t e  ( s e s s io n s /h o u r )  in  a c c o r d a n c e  to  T a b le  7 -5  
^ ^ S c R A  ( s in g l e  c a r r i e r )  S c R A  ( m u l t ip le  c a r r i e r )
Figure 7-16: Blocking Probability for ScRA Technique by Single-and Multiple-Carrier
7.3.3 Traffic Gain between Multiple-and Single-Carrier System Whilst 
Maintaining Each Type of Service QoS in Three-Service Scenario
So far, we have demonstrated that multiple-carrier system achieved greater system throughput 
than single-carrier system (in section 7.3.2.3). Now we take this investigation a step further by 
quantify the additional traffic in the multiple-carrier system over the single-carrier system for both 
W WW and Email services in a set o f desired QoSs stated in Table 7-15.
7.3.3.1 QoS Requirement
Table 7-15 lists two sets o f QoS values that are obtained from section 7.3.1.3. It is assumed that 
these are the desirable QoSs for WWW and Email services in our system.
x-axis 1 2 3 4
Delay per RLC block for WWW service (sec) 4.65 5.76 11.99 134.62
Delay per RLC block for Fmail service (sec) 1.03 2.15 7.92 110.36
Table 7-15:WWW and Fmail QoS (delay per RLC blocks) reference
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7.3.3.2 Throughput Gain for WWW Service
Figure 7-17 illustrates the throughput gain for W W W  service between single-and multiple-carrier 
system versus a set of desired QoS. Each x-axis point is a QoS requirement as stated in Table 
7-15 and the y-axis illustrates the system throughput for both single-and multiple-carrier system.
WWW QoS requirement as referenced from table 7-16
ScRA-WW W(single carrier) •  ScRA-W W W  (multiple carrier)
Figure 7-17: Throughput Gain for WWW Service for Multiple-Carrier over Single-Carrier System
The throughput difference between multiple-carrier over single-carrier system is quantified and as 
shown in Table 7-16. The throughput difference for multiple carrier system against single-carrier 
system is tabulated as follows:
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QoS Requirement 
(x-axis) 1 2 3 4
Delay Per RLC Block for WWW 4.65 5.76 11.99 134.62
ScRA-WWW throughput 
Single-carrier 
(bits/sec)
5012 9593 16512 32376
ScRA-WWW throughput 
Multiple-carrier
(bits/sec)
62144 66178 71977 89277
Difference in throughput (bits/sec) 57132 56585 55465 56901
Throughput Percentage gain (%) 1139 590 336 176
Table 7-16: WWW Throughput Difference Between Single- and Multiple-Carrier System
7.3.3.3 Throughput Gain for Email Service
This section aims to derive the throughput gain for Email service. Our obtained results are 
illustrated in Figure 7-18. Each point along the x-axis is the QoS requirement as stated in Table 
7-15 and the y-axis illustrates the system throughput for both multiple- and single-carrier system.
Email QoS requirement as referenced from table 7-16
'ScRA-Email(single carrier) - ScRA-Emai! (multiple carrier)
Figure 7-18 : Throughput Gain for Fmail Service Between Multiple-& Single-Carrier-Email
Additionally, we quantify the throughput difference for multiple-carrier system against single­
carrier system and results are shown in Table 7-17.
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QoS Requirement 
(x-axis)
1 2 3 4
ScRA-Email
Throughput
Single-Carrier
(bits/sec)
223 451 900 1805
ScRA-Email 
Throughput Multiple-Carrier 
(bits/sec)
3257 3397 3863 5039
Difference in Throughput 
(bits/sec)
3034 2946 2964 3234
Throughput Percentage gain (%) 136fT 653 329 179
Table 7-17: Throughput Difference between Single- and M ultiple-Carrier-Email
7.4 Performance Analysis of ScRA Technique in a Five-Service Mobile 
System
After illustrating that the single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique achieved better performance than 
StRA in a three-service mobile system scenario. We now move on to the third investigation 
objective as stated in section 7.1.
This section extends the previous investigation by incorporating two additional services in the 
simulator. The two additional packet-switched services are Mobitex and Railway. In total, five 
services are simulated. Our five-service system thus supports circuit-switched, WWW, Email, 
M obitex and Railway services. And the data session arrival rate for W W W , Email, Mobitex and 
Railway services percentage ratio is 32%, 32%, 12%, 12% respectively.
7.4.1 Radio Resource Utilisation
Figure 7-19 shows the radio resource utilisation as a function of increasing offered traffic arrival 
rate. Along the x-axis, each point represents the total offered services into the system. The offered 
traffic arrival rate increases proportionally according to the percentage ratio mentioned above 
(refer to Table 7-4 and Table 7-6). And each x-axis point illustrates that the simulator runs for a 
period of 24 hours while voice services traces in accordance to [ALME99].
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It is shown in Figure 7-19 that the single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique outperformed StRA 
technique in a five-service mobile system. The single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique achieved 
higher radio resource utilisation over StRA technique and this result implies that in a five-service 
mobile system environment more traffic can be accommodated in the system when single-slot 
FIFO BCC ScRA technique is employed.
Arrival rate In accordance to table 7-6
- ♦ - S t R A  —• —ScRA
Figure 7-19: Radio Resource Utilisation for ScRA and StRA Techniques in Five-Service by Single
Carrier
7.4.2 Throughput
This section aims to verify the hypothesis stated in section 7.4.1: that single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA 
technique can achieve higher system throughput over StRA technique for WWW, Email, Mobitex 
and Railway services.
Figure 7-20 to Figure 7-23 plot the system throughput for WWW, Email, Mobitex, and Railway 
services for single-slot FIFO ScRA and StRA techniques. It is shown in Figure 7-20 to Figure
7-23 that higher system throughput indeed is achievable by single-slot FIFO BCC technique. This 
is because data channels assigned to GPRS utilises radio resource adaptively based on the actual 
load demand. With this flexibility in radio resource assignment, more data services can be 
accommodated in this system.
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Increasing arrival rate (blta/aec)
-♦ - S I R A -W W W  -H K -ScRA-W W W
Figure 7-20 : Throughput for ScRA and StRA Techniques by Single-Carrier -WWW
Increasing arrival rate (blta/aec)
•  StRA-Emall •  ScRA-Email
Figure 7-21 : Throughput for ScRA and StRA Techniques by Single-Carrier -Fmail
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Increasing Railway arrival rate (bKa/aec)
— StRA-Ral l  — ScRA-Rai l
Figure 7-22: Throughput for ScRA and StRA Techniques by Single-Carrier-Railway
Increasing arrival rate (btts/aac)
♦ StRA-Mobitex ScRA-Mobitex
Figure 7-23: Throughput between ScRA and StRA Techniques by Single-Carrier-Mobitex
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From  all the results obtained in Figure 7-20 and Figure 7-23, we can summarise the throughput 
gain for ScRA technique against StRA technique in the Table 7-18 as shown below.
Offered WWW (bits/sec) 5639.22 9148.52 18970.17 34696.32 69107.73 115178.2
Diff in throughput 
(bits/sec)
12.8 2.53 193.42 5072.58 8960.43 9254.77
Throughput gain for ScRA 
against StRA (%)
0.23 0.03 1.04 19.82 34.30 35.13
Offered Email (bits/sec) 246.271 496.55 993.155 1686.11 3628.17 6174,733
Diff in throughput 
(bits/sec)
0 0 9.47 207.36 411.34 476.53
Throughput gain for ScRA 
against StRA (%) 0
V *
0 0.97 15.82 23.08 21.35
Offered Mobitex (bits/sec) 16.61 31.78 56.16 105.71 194.14 348.51
Diff in throughput 
(bits/sec)
0 0 0.37 9.52 19.16 24.75
Throughput gain for ScRA 
against StRA (%) 0 0 0.75 13.73 21.94 20.77
Offered Railway (bits/sec) 16.61 23.12 49.7 87.85 175.45 314.7
Diff in throughput 
(bits/sec)
0 0 0 0.47 12.81 21.14
Throughput gain for ScRA 
against StRA (%) 0 0 0 0.57 13.59 17.13
Table 7-18: Summary of throughput statistics for data services
7.4.2.1 Delay per RLC Block for ScRA and StRA Techniques
Though the system radio resource utilisation and system throughput is important for system 
performance evaluation, satisfying the desirable QoS for various services is also an important 
consideration to all network planners. Therefore in this and the following sub-sections, delay for 
data services and blocking probability for voice service in the system are investigated.
Figure 7-24 to Figure 7-27 show the delay per RLC block for W W W , Email, Mobitex and 
Railway services respectively. Our obtained results indeed demonstrate that lesser delay 
obtainable from single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique against StRA technique for all five 
services for across the entire range of arrival rates.
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Increasing WWW arrival rate (blta/sec) 
-♦ -S tR A -W W W  ScRA-WWW
Figure 7-24 : Delay Per RLC Block for ScRA and StRA Techniques by Single-Carrier-WWW
Increasing Email arrival rate (bits/sec)
•  StRA-Email — ScRA-Email
Figure 7-25: Delay per RLC Block for ScRA and StRA Techniques by Single-Carrier- Email
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From all the results obtained in Figure 7-24 to Figure 7-27, we can summarise the delay reduction 
for ScRA technique against StRA technique in the area of interest in the Table 7-19 as shown 
below.
Offered WWW (bits/sec) 5639.22 9148.52 18970.17 3469632
Diff in delay 
(sec)
1.83 2.37 7.51 144.88
Delay for ScRA against StRA (%) 24.80 27.68 37.05 51.80
Offered Email (bits/sec) 246.271 496.55 993.155 1686.11
Diff in delay 
(sec)
0.94 1.25 6.34 121.97
Delay for ScRA against StRA (%) 38.42 39.01 45.94 52.70
Offered Mobitex (bits/sec) 16.61 31.78 56.16 105.71
Diff in delay 
(sec)
0.55 1.19 5.70 118.28
Delay for ScRA against StRA (%) 33.09 38.45 44.21 52.03
Offered Railway (bits/sec) 16.61 23.12 49.7 87.85
Diff in delay 
(sec)
1.83 0.87 5.95 108.54
Delay for ScRA against StRA (%) 51.37 29.41 45.38 50.40
Table 7-19: Summary of Delay statistics for five-service case study
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7.4.2.2 Blocking Probability for ScRA and StRA Techniques
Another aspect o f QoS in the system is the blocking probability for voice calls. Figure 7-28 
highlighted that blocking probability is not violated at any times for both simulated techniques.
- • - S t R A  —• —ScRA
Figure 7-28: Pb for ScRA and StRA Techniques in Case Study 3 by Single-Carrier
Summary and Conclusion
We have tested single-slot FIFO ScRA technique in two multiple-service scenarios. Based on the 
results, we can conclude that single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique is an attractive and more 
spectral efficient technique in a high volume diverse traffic mobile system. If the offered load in 
the system is low, single-slot FIFO BCC ScRA technique may not be an attractive technique 
because of its higher computational loading in the system. However when the offered data load is 
high, single-slot FIFO ScRA technique is a desirable RRM technique to be employed.
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Chapter 8
8 Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis claims that our developed Scalable Radio Resource Allocation (ScRA) technique is an 
efficient dynamic radio resource management (RRM) technique for future mobile 
communications system. It provides an efficient bandwidth partitioning and resource reservation 
procedures by scaling the shared radio resource periodically and dynamically. In this work, it has 
been demonstrated that our proposed ScRA techniques is able to optimise the data services 
capacity without compromising the existing voice QoS requirements at all times.
In our work, we have proposed two variations of ScRA techniques (a) scheduled ScRA and (b) 
predictive ScRA techniques. By using our developed GSM/GPRS simulator, we had investigated 
five variations of ScRA techniques in a total o f four mixed-service case study as shown in Table 
8 - 1.
Services Circuit-
Switched
Voice
PV Email WWW Railway Mobitex Remarks
Mixed-Service 
Case Study 1 X - X - - -
Simulated in single 
carrier
Mixed-Service 
Case Study 2 - X X - - -
Simulated in single 
carrier
Mixed-Service 
Case Study 3 x - X X - -
Simulated in single 
and multiple carrier
Mixed-Service 
Case Study 4
x - X X X X
Simulated in single 
carrier
Table 8-l:Summary of Mixed-Service Case Study
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The performances were presented and analysed in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Indeed in 
all case studies, ScRA technique accomplishes better performance.
In Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, it is demonstrated that:
•  ScRA technique can achieve 12%, radio resource utilisation gain over StRA technique in 
case study 1,
•  ScRA technique attained up to 3.5% of radio resource utilisation reduction when circuit- 
switched voice is replaced by PV jcalls in case study 2,
•  In case study 3, it is shown that radio resource utilisation between ScRA and StRA 
techniques is insignificant when the offered data traffic arrival rate is low. This is because 
the amount of offered data services in the system is too little to generate any positive 
radio resource utilisation gain for the ScRA technique. This result implies that if the data 
load in the system is low, ScRA technique is not an attractive technique because of its 
higher computational loading. However, when the offered load is high, ScRA technique is 
a desirable RRM  technique to be employed,
• In case study 3 and 4, it is demonstrated that when the ScRA technique can accommodate 
higher system throughput than the StRA technique. This is because with the flexibility in 
radio resource assignment, more data services can be accommodated in this system.
In addition to the better performance (i.e. greater radio resource utilisation, higher system 
throughput, lesser delay and not violating the desirable blocking probability criteria) that is 
achievable by the ScRA technique concept, this thesis also demonstrated that with appropriate 
control procedure employed in the system, throughput can be further enhanced.
• We investigated this aspect by incorporating FIFO and RR, BCC, BCD schemes within 
ScRA technique. The obtained results allow us to conclude that if appropriate scheduling 
and blocked calls strategies employed in the system, the operators can further improve 
system throughput and mitigate system overload.
•  Additionally, when ScRA technique is incorporated with multiple-slot transmission 
capability, the system  achieves lower delay time per data service transaction thus 
indicating higher system throughput can be achieved. Therefore, when appropriate 
scheduling, block-calls strategies and multiple-slot transmission capability are 
incoiporated into the ScRA technique, the system throughput can further'be increased.
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Finally, in Chapter 6, we had demonstrated that when ScRA technique is incorporated with 
appropriate predictive scheme, it can even perform well in the sudden changing traffic conditions. 
In total, ten radio resource techniques were investigated in six different time-varying traffic 
scenarios. In this work, we have verified that the exponential regression prediction scheme 
performance is the best amongst our simulated predictive schemes.
Based on the demonstrated results, discussions and summary at this point, we can claim that our 
proposed ScRA technique is an efficient RRM technique for future mobile communication 
systems. And we have not only proved that ScRA technique performs better than StRA technique 
but also demonstrated that ScRA technique has developed into a proactive, adaptive, dynamic 
technique that can satisfy QoSs whilst optimise radio resource in the unexpected changing mixed 
services conditions.
8.2 Further Work
Like all researches, it is often the case that one research ends and another begins. After every 
scientific investigation many questions will be generated. Like, does my work suggest any 
interesting further research avenues? Are there ways in which my work can be improved by future 
researchers? Based on these couple of questions in mind, couple of possibilities for future 
research can be suggested in the followings.
First, we did not consider interference/radio propagation issue in our system simulator. In order to 
quantify the ScRA technique gain over StRA technique for practical implementation, it would be 
necessary to consider interference/radio propagation issues in this work. This work can be further 
improved by incorporating interference/radio propagation issue into consideration, as it will 
directly impact the traffic capacity enhancement and optimizing of the radio resource utilisation in 
the proposed RRM  technique.
Additionally, the present heterogeneous communications systems are envisioned to be converged 
in the future. Additionally, the recent research community has been exploiting sharing the radio 
resource by these different platforms (e.g. DVB-T, UMTS etc). In line with promoting the 
research towards interworking the heterogeneous communications system, it is important for the 
wireless operators to balance the services within each system and across systems. Therefore, if we 
assume that the future wireless communications system radio resource is shared; there maybe
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another potential research avenue to explore the idea of scaling shraed radio resource periodically 
for different services on different system architecture such as GSM, GPRS, UMTS, WLAN.
 _________________________________________________  Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Work
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